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Abstract

Quantum information theory is an important element of quantum computing and
quantum communication systems. Whenever a quantum computer needs to send an
output state to another party, or two parties need to establish quantum entanglement
or secure keys via quantum communication, a quantum channel is inevitably involved.
Hence it is absolutely important to understand the properties of quantum channels
for the purpose of communication. Here, quantum entanglement plays a huge role.
Pre-shared entanglement could enhance the capacity, whereas entanglement across
inputs could render the capacity formulae impossible to compute. The first part of
this thesis seeks to address this issue, by studying the additivity properties in the
communication of classical and quantum information, with or without entanglement
assistance. I also study the reverse problem that, given a channel capacity, what can
be said about the quantum channel itself.

Quantum information theory also serves as an important tool in understanding
other systems, for example, black holes. In this thesis, I model a closed random system
by a unitary channel, and study how typical unitary channels process information.
This provides huge insight into the strength of generalized entanglement measures,
and the hierarchies in the complexity of information scrambling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies the field of quantum Shannon theory, which, broadly speaking, con-

cerns the structure of quantum channels and the corresponding information-theoretic

measures, for example, the various capacities of quantum channels, how quantum

channels produce entanglement or scramble information.

1.1 The Additivity Problem in Quantum Channel

Capacities

In Shannon's classical information theory [80], a classical (memoryless) channel is

a probabilistic map from input states to output states. This has been extended to

the quantum world. A (memoryless) quantum channel is a time-invariant completely

positive trace preserving (CPTP) linear map from input quantum states to output

quantum states [13]. A classical channel can only transmit classical information, and

the maximum communication rate is fully characterized by its capacity. A quantum

channel can be used to transmit not only classical information but also quantum in-

formation. Hence, there are different types of capacity, such as classical capacity C

for classical communication [38, 76] and quantum capacity Q for quantum communi-

cation [54, 82, 21].

Quantum Shannon theory starts by mimicking classical information theory: typ-

15



ical sets can be generalized to typical subspaces to prove achievability while various

entropic inequalities, such as the quantum data processing inequality, can be used to

prove the converse. However, the differences between quantum and classical Shannon

theory are also significant. On one hand, additional resources available in the quan-

tum domain diversify the allowable capacities, resulting in trade-off regions for the

resources that are consumed or generated [22, 20, 43]. A useful quantum resource in

communication settings is quantum entanglement. Unlike classical shared random-

ness, which does not increase a classical channel's capability to send more messages,

preshared quantum entanglement will generally increase the throughput of a quantum

channel for sending classical messages or quantum messages or both [9, 8, 5, 22, 42, 19].

It thus makes sense to consider the trade-off capacity regions among these three use-

ful resources: entanglement, classical communication, and quantum communication,

and this was done in Ref. [43]. The result in Ref. [43] further shows that a coding

strategy that exploits the channel coding of these three resources as a whole performs

better than strategies that use each of these three resources individually.

On the other hand, even though single-letter channel capacity formulas have

been found in the classical regime for certain communication tasks, when consid-

ering related tasks in the quantum regime, the known formulas are generally no

longer tractable and are instead regularized capacity formulas [38, 76, 54, 82, 21]. In

other words, evaluation of these capacity quantities requires optimizing information

formulas over an arbitrarily large number of uses of a given channel. This largely

blocks our understanding of quantum communication capacities. An extreme ex-

ample shows the existence of two quantum channels that cannot be used to send a

quantum message reliably individually but will have a positive channel capacity when

both are used simultaneously [88]. However, there are also several examples showing

that when additional resources are used to assist, the corresponding assisted capacity

will also become additive. The classical capacity over quantum channels is gener-

ally superadditive; however, when assisted by a sufficient amount of entanglement,

the entanglement-assisted capacity becomes additive [8, 83]. The quantum capacity

also exhibits similar properties. When assisted by either entanglement [22, 20] or

16



an unbounded symmetric side channel [85], its assisted quantum capacity becomes

additive. An intuitive understanding of these additivity results is that the best way

to use entanglement is to preshare it to the receiver, but not across different channels.

This superadditive property of quantum channel capacities has accordingly at-

tracted significant attention. Superadditivity has long been known to be the case

for quantum capacity [25, 87], but remained undiscovered for classical capacity until

Hastings gave an example [32], built upon earlier developments by Hayden-Winter

[35] and Shor [84].

The need for regularization for various capacity formulas represents our incomplete

understanding of quantum channels, as one cannot find the optimal transmission rate

and best encoding strategies. Thus, an important goal in quantum Shannon theory

is to characterize quantum channels with additive capacities. For classical capacity,

many such channels are known, including unital qubit channels [45], entanglement-

breaking channels [81], etc. For quantum capacity, there are also examples like degrad-

able channels [23]. Additivity for the double or triple resource trade-off capacity has

also been considered, but many fewer examples are known [10].

One can also ask if it is possible to characterize the additivity of a capacity region

(e.g., CE trade-off) from some of its subregions (e.g. C). This has been shown to be

possible for QE trade-off, as additivity of Q implies the additivity of quantum capacity

with any amount of entanglement assistance [20]. However, the same problem is open

for CE trade-off. This question has only been recently explored [100], where one can

restrict the encoding and constraint on entanglement to make it additive.

In this work, I consider the implication of additivity of the classical capacity on

the CE trade-off region. Suppose C is additive, this means I can look at each channel

separately, and entangled input states do not help [Fig. 1-1(a)]. The same is true if

there is unlimited entanglement assistance [Fig. 1-1(c)]. But with limited entangle-

ment assistance, it is unclear whether entangled input states could help [Fig. 1-1(b)].

I answer the above question affirmatively. I show that there exists a channel K such

that the classical capacity is additive, but with some entanglement assistance P, it be-

comes superadditive. I give a schematic plot of our CE trade-off curve in Fig. 1-2(a).
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Figure 1-1: Consider a channel AV for classical communication, with additive classical
capacity. I have the following three scenarios. (a) Entanglement across channel uses
does not help if there is no assistance. (c) Entanglement across channel uses also does
not help if there is unlimited entanglement assistance (this is always true regardless
of the channel). The question addressed is case (b), whether entanglement across
channel uses can help if there is some entanglement assistance.

This phenomenon indicates that quantum channels behave fundamentally differently

from classical channels, and our understanding of it is still quite limited.

Building upon these results, I also ask the following more general question. Will

additivity of single or double resource capacities always lead to additivity of a gen-

eral resource trade-off region? I will study superadditivity in a general framework

that considers the three most common resources: entanglement, noiseless classical

communication and quantum communication. My results show that (i) additivity

of single resource capacities of a quantum channel does not generally imply additiv-

ity of double resource capacities, except for the known result [22] that an additive

quantum capacity yields an additive entanglement-assisted quantum capacity region

(see Table 4.1); and (ii) additive double resource capacities does not generally im-

ply an additive triple resource capacity, except for the known case [42] that additive
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Figure 1-2: (a) Schematic plot of the superadditivity in CE trade-off for my channel.

Cp = Cl at P = 0 and Pma, but not for all values in between. (b) QE trade-off
curve for channels with additive quantum capacity. Pma is the maximum amount of
available entanglement assisntance.

classical-entanglement and classical-quantum capacity regions yield an additive triple

dynamic capacity (see Table 4.2). These results again demonstrate how complex a

quantum channel can be, and further investigation is required.

1.2 Quantum Channels with Extremal Classical Ca-

pacity

Shannon's noisy coding theorem establishes a beautiful connection between channals

and the corresponding capacity. For any channel (described essentially by conditional

probability distributions pyrx(y~x)), its capacity is given by the mutual information

of the joint probability distribution pxy(x, y), maximized over the input distribution

Px(x). While in general one cannot learn much about the channel solely from its

capacity, in certain special cases you can. For example, if the capacity is zero, then the

channel must be a constant channel. If the capacity is maximal, assuming JXJ = |Y|,

then the channel is a permutation map (i.e., reversible). In the sense, in classical

19



Shannon theory, channels with extremal capacity are very trivial.

Quantum channels, which are completely positive, trace-preserving maps, have a

much richer structure. Unlike classical channels, there are many more communica-

tion tasks one can do with quantum channels, such as the transmission of classical

information, quantum information, and secret keys. Each task is characterized by its

corresponding capacity, namely the classical capacity, quantum capacity, and private

capacity. Interestingly, they may have vastly different properties and values for the

same channel.

Also, the characterization of channels from its capacity gets more interesting in

the quantum case. For example, if the classical capacity is zero, a quick thought shows

the channel must still be a constant channel. What happens if the classical capacity

is approximately zero? It turns out, by considering the amount of entanglement-

assistance, I can characterize how close the channel is close to a constant channel,

something called forgetfulness. On the other hand, there are noisy (irreversible)

channels with maximal classical capacity, e.g. the dephasing channel. Are these the

only examples? A full characterization seems impossible, as the classical capacity

formula is multi-lettered. However, as shown in Ref.[11], the classical capacity being

maximal is just equivalent to the Holevo capacity being maximal. Thus, I can show

that, if the channel has maximal classical capacity, then it must be a generalized

dephasing channel.

1.3 Application of Quantum Channels in Entan-

glement and Scrambling

It has long been noted that a random state is typically highly entangled [56, 55]. This

observation is formalized by the Pages theorem [67, 27, 73, 78], which states that the

expected von Neumann entropy of small subsystems of a completely random state

(drawn from the Haar measure) is very close to the maximum.

Another notion of wide interest is scrambling, which describes the phenomenon

20



that initially localized quantum information spreads over the entire system via global

entanglement, so that the information is lost from the perspective of any local ob-

server, or the state of the system is effectively randomized. Similar to random states,

random unitary channels typically maximally scramble information. This observation

was recently made in Ref. [41].

However, such results are not tight from the perspective of complexity. On the

one hand, the complexity of Haar randomness is high: the number of local gates

needed to even approximate the Haar distribution grows exponentially in the number

of qubits [47]. On the other hand, however, pseudo-random distributions with low

complexity [12, 89, 59] are sufficient to acquire the Page-like entanglement property.

That is, there is a significant complexity gap between complete randomness and large

entanglement entropy. In dynamical scenarios, this gap corresponds to a substantial

but poorly understood regime beyond scrambling, chaos and thermalization, where

the randomness and complexity of the system can keep growing.

To fill this gap, I consider more stringent entanglement measures. The study is

also extended to unitary channels via the Choi isomorphism. More specifically, I

employ various techniques from representation theory, random matrix theory, combi-

natorics and Weingarten calculus to analytically study the generalized entangle- ment

entropies (which depend on higher powers of the reduced density operator) of random

and pseudorandom states and unitaries. A key collective finding is that the Renyi-a

entanglement entropy averaged over a-designs is almost maximal, where a-designs

stand for evenly distributed ensembles of states or unitaries that mimic the first a

moments of the Haar measure, in analogy to a-wise independent distributions which

have wide applications in classical computer science and combinatorics. In other

words, designs represent finite-degree approximations of the truly random distribu-

tion on states or unitaries, which are of great interest in quantum information. This

result links the order of entanglement entropies and that of designs, and closes the

complexity gap in Page-like theorems. It also suggests Renyi entanglement entropies

as diagnostics of the randomness complexity of corresponding designs in scrambling,

as well as (truly quantum) witnesses of quantum pseudo-randomness. The infinite
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order limit of Renyi entropy, which only depends on the largest eigenvalue, is known

as the min entropy. I further show that the min entanglement entropy (and therefore

all Renyi entanglement entropies) becomes almost maximal, which I also call max-

scrambling, for designs of an order that is only logarithmic in the dimension of the

system. So designs of higher orders are essentially completely random in terms of

entanglement. This leads to a strong estimate of the time needed to achieve max-

scrambling based on the fast scrambling [77] and design [59] conjectures.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, I introduce basic notations and technical tools that is used throughout

the thesis. In Chapter 3, I describe the various communication tasks that can be

achieved with the use of quantum channels, and their corresponding capacities. This

will form a basis of my discussion. In Chapter 4, I discuss in detail the various

additivity problems in quantum channel capacities, and how superadditity can arise in

unexpected ways when looking at the trade-off capacity, for example in entanglement-

assisted classical communication, or in the simultaneous communication of classical

and quantum information. In Chapter 5, I explore the reverse direction, and discussed

what channel capacities can tell us about quantum channels they themselves. This

is possible when the capacity is almost zero or maximal. In Chapter 6, I discuss my

work in using information measures to understand pseudo-random unitary channels.

Chapter 4 is based on a series of my work with Quntao Zhuang, Peter Shor and

Min-Hsiu Hsieh [101, 99, 98]. [101, 99] are both published in Physical Review Letters

and [98] is published in IEEE Transactions on Information Theory. Chapter 5 is based

on my unpublished work. Chapter 6 is based on my work with Zi-Wen Liu, Seth Lloyd

and Huangjun Zhu [53, 52]. The short version [53] is published in Physical Review

Letters and the long version [52] is published in Journal of High Energy Physics.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, I will introduce the definitions of all basic concepts used in this thesis.

For more information, please refer to [62, 93].

2.1 Quantum States

2.1.1 Pure States

A pure quantum state 'b in d-dimension is represented by a unit vector IV) in

some Hilbert space R, where dim-- = d. Given a computational basis' of R as

{)} ,._1, I) can be written as ) = E_- i i). Here Oi's are the probability

amplitudes.

If the Hilbert space has dimension 2, then I call the states qubit states. If the

Hilbert space has dimension more than 2, then I call the states qudit states.

Hence one can also think of 1') as a d-dimensional column vector (0o, -, )T

in Cd, with (01 = 10)t the complex conjugate of 4').

One can also define a natural inner product on W. When there are two states

4'),10) E 1, where 4') = - i) and I#) = 0#i 1i), their inner product

'All basis are assumed to be orthonormal.
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(qf 4) is defined as the doc product between the corresponding column vectors, i.e.,

d-1

i=O

1) = j(4'')I is used to denote the Euclidean norm.

2.1.2 Mixed States

I will also be using the density matrix notation. L(H) denotes the set of linear

operators on H. A quantum state p is a positive semi-definite operator in L (W) with

unit trace, i.e. p > 0 and Tr {p} = 1. The set of all density operators acting on N

is denoted by D(H). If p has rank 1, it means p is actually a pure state and one can

write p = 14) (01 for some 1V)). Otherwise I call p a mixed state. The completely

mixed state is defined as rW = IN/d, where IW is the identity operator on H and

dim-H = d. Sometimes I will also denote it by rd.

I will often deal with states of multiple systems, in which I will use subscripts to

denote the systems. A state in HA 0 HB is denoted as PAB, or I)AB for pure states.

If I want to restrict the state to a subsystem A, it is denoted as PA = TrB{PAB},

where TrB is the partial trace on system B. PA is called a reduced state of PAB. In

most circumstances, I abuse the notation and use PA, PB to denote the partial traces

of PAB. I will often use JAl to denote dim-HA.

If a bipartite state 4 ' )AB can be written as a tensor product of a state from A

and another state from B, i.e. IV))AB I)A0 lq)B for some 1#) E HA and Jq) C HB,

I call 10)AB a product state. If 10)AB is not a product state, it is called an entangled

state between A and B. A bipartite state IV))AB is maximally entangled, if JAl =BI,

and TrB {1') (4IAB} - 7A, TrA {l4') (|IAB} = WB-

In the density matrix notation, a bipartite state PAB is a product state if PAB

PA 0 PB-

Given a mixed state PA, it is always possible to find a pure state 10)AR E HA ORR,

such that IRI < A|, and PA - TrR I 1 4'V)IA}. R 1)AR is called a purification of PA.
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R is the reference system.

Sometimes I deal with classical systems. So it is also useful to express classical

states using the quantum language.

Definition 1 (Classical State) Once I have fixed a computational basis {i)} of

N, a classical state is described by a density matrix diagonal in this basis, i.e., p

pi |i) (ii, where {pj} is a probability distribution.

Physically, it means the state has probability pi of being at state i.

Definition 2 (Classical-Quantum State) A classical-quantum state (cq state) on

system AB is described as

PAB = p Ii) KiIA 0 PiB, (2.1)

where {pj} is a probability distribution.

A bipartite state PAB is called separable, if it can be written as

PAB - kpi IN KNA 0 Bi) K4<B (2.2)

where {pj} is a probability distribution.

A bipartite state PAB is called entangled if it cannot be written as a separable

state.

2.2 Linear Operators

Recall that L(N) denotes the set of linear operators on N. The set of linear operators

from NA to NB is denoted as L(NA, NB)-

Definition 3 (Adjoint) Consider a linear operator G E L(N1A, NB), its adjoint Gt

is the unique linear operator in L(NB, NA) with the property that, for any 10) G N1A,

|G N B,
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Note that the first inner product is on 71A, and the second inner product is on 7B-

2.2.1 Unitary Operators

Definition 4 (Unitary Operator) A unitary operator U E L(7-) is a linear oper-

ator satisfying the property

UUt = UtU = I.

When dim-7-(=d, the set of unitary operators on N is denoted as U(d).

Definition 5 (Pauli Operators) If N has dimension 2, with basis {I0) , 11)}, the

Pauli operators are defined as

X = 10) (11|+ 11) (01

Y = -i 10) (1+ i l) (01

Z = 10) (01 - |1) M1

Definition 6 (Heisenberg-Weyl operators) If 71 has dimension d, with basis

{|i)}ie{o,1,...,-1}, the Heisenberg-Weyl operators {X(x, z) E U(d) : x, z E {0, ,. . ,d -

1} are defined as

X(x, z) l) = exp(i27rzl/d) 11 x) (2.3)

on the computational basis states {|l)}1Ej0,-.,d-1} .

For notational simplicity, I will denote them as {X(j), j c {1, ... ,2

2.2.2 Isometry

Definition 7 (Isometry) Let NA and NB be two Hilbert spaces with JAI < |B. An

isometry U E L1(NA, NB) is a linear operator satisfying the property

UtU = IA.
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2.2.3 The Haar Measure on Unitary Operators, Unitary t-

design

Definition 8 (Haar Measure on U(d)) Given U(d), the Haar measure on U(d) is

the unique measure (up to normalization) such that for any integrable function f, any

V C U(d),

IU(d) dUf(U) = dUf(UV). (2.4)

One can think of the Haar measure as the uniform measure on U(d).

For example, in 1-d,

U(1) = {e20,q E [0, 27r)}. (2.5)

The normalized Haar measure will be dU = .

I will be talking about normalized Haar measures from now onwards. I will also

denote fU(d) dU simply as f dU, implicitly assuming I'm integrating over U(d).

Definition 9 (Moments of the Haar Measure) Integrals of the form

dUUsilj .. - - Uses, * -.U (2.6)

are called the t-th moments of the Haar measure.

Definition 10 (Unitary t-design) An ensemble v ={Uk} of unitary operators in

U(d) is a unitary t-design if it matches the Haar measure up to the t-th moments,

i. e.,

Ei - UjmjmUj --JUdUU1j - - -U immU, - -. - (2.7)

for all i1, ... , im, ji,..., jm, I .- ,m j3,. j' and m < t, where

Ev [f (U)] = f (Uk).- (2.8)
1V|

Unitary t-designs for very small t are very important. Hence here I give the properties

of unitary 1-designs.
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Theorem 11 An ensemble v = {Uk} of unitary operators in U(d) form a unitary

1-design if it satisfies the following property

E. [UAUt] = Tr {A} . (2.9)

for any d x d matrix A.

It can be shown that Heisenberg-Weyl operators (as defined in Definition 6) form a

unitary 1-design.

I will give a detailed discussion about moments of the Haar measure and general

unitary t-designs in Chapter 6.

2.3 Quantum Channels

A quantum channel JVAB is a completely positive, trace perserving linear map from

L(7 A) to L(?LB). When the context is clear, I will just denote it as K.

While a quantum channel A-+B is defined for inputs XA E L(7IA), usually I will

only consider inputs from D(RA), since those correspond to quantum states.

If JAI JB = 2, then I call NAB a qubit channel.

I will typically use p to denote inputs to the quantum channel, and - to denote

the outputs. So if PA is the input, o-B = IVAB(PA) will be the output.

Sometimes, I have a bipartite state PRA, and the quantum channel KA1B only

acts on A, then the output is URB - KA-+B(PRA).

2.3.1 Equivalent Representation of Quantum Channels

T heorem 12 (Choi-Kraus) A map KAMB is linear, completely positive, and trace-

preserving if and only if it has a Choi-Kraus decomposition as follows:

d-1

AA-+B (XA) =S VXAVi, (2.10)
l=0
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where XA E L A), V1 E (A, J-B) for all 1 c {O, - , d - 11, and

d-1

E V'V = IA (2.11)
1=0

Vi's are usually called the Kraus operators of K. Intuitively, one can think of the

quantum channel as a probabilistic evolution of a quantum state under V.

Theorem 13 (ChoiJamiokowski isomorphism) Let NR and NA be Hilbert spaces

of the same dimension d, and let {i)R} and {|i}O} be orthonormal basis for NR and

71A, respectively. Let | F)RA be the maximally entangled state in NR 0 NA, defined as

RA - WR )A (2.12)

The Choi state corresponding to a channel KAIB is defined as

OURB =AAB IF) RA) -- Ii) R (®AB (li) K1A) (2.13)
i~j

ChoiJamiokowski isomorphism states that the Choi state completely characterizes the

quantum channel.

Sometimes it is also useful to think of a quantum channel as a unitary evolution of a

larger system. For any channel JVAB, there exists an isometry UABEE QNA, NB®

NE) such that

TrE {UXA Ut} (XA). (2.14)

UABE is usually called an isometric extension of KA+B. E is sometimes called the

environment. The total evolution from A to BE is a unitary process. However, once

I restrict to the output space B, it becomes the quantum channel KAB.

Once there is a Choi-Kraus decomposition of a quantum channel K as

d-1

KA-+B(XA) = Vi XAVt, (2.15)
1=0
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one can obtain an isometric extension as

UijB T V0 1) (2.16)UntBE Vi( 1E

Sometimes it is helpful to think about the output of the environment.

Definition 14 (Complementary Channel) Given a quantum channel KA-+B with

an isometric extension Ui+E I(
7

-A, -B E ), its complementary channel A-+E

is defined as

A-+E (XA) = TrB {UXAU t }. (2.17)

2.3.2 Examples of Quantum Channels

I will be discussing a variety of quantum channels throughout this thesis. So it is

helpful to introduce all of them here.

Definition 15 (Unitary Channel) A unitary channel JVAA is a quantum channel

with the property that

VAAA(PA) =UPA Ut, (2.18)

where U is an unitary operator on WA.

If U is the identity operator, then M is called the identity/noiseless channel, which

is denoted by I.

Unitary channels are very special because they represent the evolution of a closed

system, as it is its own isometric extension and there is no environment involved.

Definition 16 (Random Unitary Channel) Consider an ensemble of unitary op-

erators Pk, Uk on 7 1A, where Uk is drawn from the Haar measure. A ranodm unitary

channel KA-+A is defined as

JA+A(PA) -- pUkpAUt
k
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By replacing the unitary operators with orthogonal operators, one can similarly define

orthogonal channels and random orthogonal channels.

Definition 17 (Unital Channel) A unital channel JVAA is a quantum channel

with the property

VA->A(IA) IA.

Classicaly, channels are defined as conditional probability distributions. Here I

can recast this in the quantum channel formalism.

Definition 18 (Classical Channel) Let {|x)A} be the computation basis Of?-IA and

{Y)B} be the computation basis of 7 B- A classical channel JVA-B is defined as

JVA+B(PA) = S (xI PA Ix) A oG, (2.19)
x

where OrB are classical states as defined in Definition.1.

To see that it is a channel in the classical sense, I can write ax =Eprix(ykr) Iy) (y B.

So if the input is a classical state PA = Epx() |X) (XIA, then the output is just

EPY(y) y) (YIB, with py(y) = E px(x)pylx(yIx).

Definition 19 (Noiseless Classical Channel) Let {lx)} be the computation basis

of NA. A noiseless classical channel 7 A-A is defined as

fl(p) = Y (xl plx) X) (xj. (2.20)
x

Definition 20 (Classical-Quantum Channel) Let {kX)A} be the computational

basis of NA. A classical-quantum channel (cq channel) KA+B is defined as

JVA-B(PA) E (XI PA lX)A c . (2.21)
x

One can show that KA-B being a cq channel is equivalent to the existence of a

noiseless classical channel rIA_.A such that

AB ~ .A-+B OYA-A. (2.22)
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The difference between cq channels and classical channels is that now there is no

restriction on o. So the output of cq channels is no longer a classical state.

Definition 21 (Entanglement-Breaking Channel) An entanglement-breaking chan-

nel JVA*B is a quantum channel with the property that URB JVA-*B(PRA) is a sepa-

rable state for any input PRA-

It's obvious that classical channels and cq channels are examples of entanglement-

breaking channels.

Definition 22 (Hadamard Channel) A quantum channel K is a Hadamard chan-

nel if NAc is an entanglement-breaking channel.

Definition 23 (Quantum Erasure Channel) A quantum erasure channel K with

erasure probability e is defined as

M (p) = (1 - c)p + c le) (el, (2.23)

where e is the erasure symbol and |e) is some state not in the input Hilbert space.

Definition 24 (Qubit Dephasing Channel) A qubit dephasing channel q11dph with

dephasing parameter rj is defined as

jdph() (I - p + 7ZpZ (2.24)

Definition 25 (Generalized Dephasing Channel) A quantum channel KAA is

a generalized dephasing channel if there exists a preferred orthonormal basis {|i)}

for ALA such that

A' (i) (i) = ji) (i . (2.25)

Equivalently, K is generalized dephasing if

K o II = I, (2.26)

with H the noiseless classical channel on A with basis {\iA}.
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Definition 26 (Quantum Depolarizing Channel) A d-dimensional quantum de-

polarizing channel IJPO with depolarizing probability p is defined as

(p) = (1 -p)p pTrd. (2.27)

Definition 27 (1 -+ N qubit cloning channel) A 1 -+ N qubit cloning channel

l+N is a channel that approximately copies the input qubit state with maximal copy

fidelity independent of the input state.

Let { j) B = 0,.. ., N} be an orthonormal basis of the normalized completely

symmetric state for the output system of N qubits, where |j)B is a uniform superposi-

tion of computational basis states with N- O's andj I's. Let {i)E , i 0 .. . , N-1}

be an orthonormal basis of of the normalized completely symmetric state for the envi-

ronment system of N-I qubits, where |i)E is a uniform superposition of computational

basis states with N - i - 1 0's and i 1's. An isometric extension of T1"N has the

form

1N-i
UA-BE =Z N -1i)B (0A 9i)E

VIANi=1

N-1

+ NN i+11i+1)B(01A iWE,
21

where AN= N(N + 1)/2.

Below I will define a series of channels that will be used Chapter 4.

Definition 28 [99] A channel XRC-+B is a partial classical-quantum channel (partial

cq channel) if there exists a noiseless classical channel FIR-+R with orthonormal basis

{!j)R} such that

TRC- B ~ '1 RC-+B 0 R-+R. (2.28)

It's called partial cq because the classical channel HR--R does not cover the input

space RC. It's similar to the conditional quantum channel defined in Ref.[93], where

inputs are required to be cq states.
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I will introduce two important examples of partial classical-quantum channels,

switch channels and unitally extended channels.

Definition 29 (Switch Channel) A switch channel KMCB between X + and

AC-*B with M being a 1-bit switch register is defined as

KMC-+B (PMC)

=AC-B ((01 PMC |I)W)+ AC-B (MPMC 11W

See Fig. 2-1 for a diagrammatic representation.

lAl.

Figure 2-1: Diagrammatic representation of M.

Definition 30 (Unital Extension) Consider an arbitrary channel "C-+B- Append

a register R to the input, with a set of orthonormal bases {Ik)}. A unitally extended

channel 4DRC-+B is defined as [84, 29]

(RC-BRC) = Uk'PCB ((k PRC Ik)R) bQ, (2.29)
k

where {Uk E U(IBI) : k E {,..., jRI}} form a unitary 1-design.

Some of the channels introduced above, such as the quantum erasure channel

and the quantum depolarizing channel, fall under the class of generalized covariant

channels, which I define below.
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Definition 31 (Generalized Covariant Channel) Consider a channel AB. Its

covariant group G(M) is defined as

G (K) :{U E U(A|) :Vp D (?A), -|V E U (IB|) s.t. K (UpUt) =V (p) Vt}.

(2.30)

If there exists a subset G (K) C G (K) that forms a unitary 1-design, then K is called

generalized covariant.

Generalized covariant channels also include covariant channels [39] and Weyl-covariant

channels [18].

2.3.3 Recovery Map

Definition 32 (Adjoint of a Quantum Channel) Given a quantum channelKA+B,

with Kraus operators {V1}, its adjoint map KLt is given by

Kt(Y) = -EytYV for Y E L: (-IB). (2.31)

One can show that Kt is a quantum channel if and only if K is a unital channel.

Definition 33 (Petz Recovery Map) Let p E L (NA) be positive semi-definite,

and let KA+B be a quantum channel. The Petz recovery map P,, : L (NB) -+ L (A)

is a completely positive, trace-non-increasing linear map defined as

P,,g(Y) := pl/ 2 t ([K(p)]-1/ 2Y[K(p)]-1/ 2) p1/ 2 for Y E L (NB) . (2.32)

Definition 34 (Rotated Petz Recovery Map) Let p E L (NA) be positive semi-

definite, and let KAB be a quantum channel. A rotated Petz recovery map R is

defined as

R,(Q) UP,-t 0 P,0 uJ(p),t, (2.33)

where Up,,t : L (N1A) -+ L (NA) is defined as

Upt(X) = p'tX p-t for X 6 L (NA) (2.34)
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and UK(p),t : L (RB) -+12 (NB) is defined similarly.

2.4 Entropies and Information Measures

2.4.1 Shannon Entropy

Definition 35 (Shannon Entropy) The Shannon entropy of a discrete random

variable X with probability distribution px(x) is2

H (X) - px(x ) log px(x).

2.4.2 Von Neumann Entropy

Definition 36 (Von Neumann Entropy)

D(N) is defined as

The von Neumann entropy S(p) of p E

S(P) = -Tr {p log p}. (2.36)

The von Neumann entropy is the quantum analogue of Shannon entropy. When I

deal with states of multiple systems, for example PAB, I will denote the von Neumann

entropies of PA, PB, PAB by S(A)p, S(B)p, S(AB)p.

If p is a classical state as p = Epx(x) x) (xl, then S(p) = H(X), where

H(X) = - px () log px(X) (2.37)

is the Shannon entropy of random variable X. H2(p) = -p log p - (1 - p) log(1 - p)

is called the binary entropy.

If PXA is a classical-quantum state as PXA =xpx(x)I x) (xIx 0 px, then

S(XA)p = H(X) + jpx(x)S(px).

The von Neumann entropy satisfies a few important properties.

(2.38)

36
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Theorem 37 (Subadditivity) Let PAB E D (-HA 0 Nu). T

tropy is subadditive, in the sense

S(AB) < S(A)p + S(B)p. (2.39)

If I restrict to product states PAB = PA 0 PB, then it is additive, i.e., S(AB)=

S( A)p + S(B)p.

Theorem 38 (Strong Subadditivity) Let PABC E D (A 0 7 (B 0 Nc).

Neumann entropy is strongly subadditive, in the sense

S(AB)p + S(BC)p ;> S(ABC)p + S(C)p.

The von

(2.40)

2.4.3 Conditional Entropy

Definition 39 (Conditional Entropy) The conditional entropy S(AIB)p of PAB E

D(W A 0 NB) is defined as

S(A|B), = S(AB),, - S(B),.

If PXA is a classical-quantum state as PXA - E;px(x)px(x) x) (xlx 0 px, then

S(A|X)p = Epx(x)S( t).
x

2.4.4 Coherent Information

Definition 40 (Coherent Information) The coherent information I(A)B)p of PAB

D(NA 0 NB) is defined as

I( A)B) = S(B) - S(AB)p
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2.4.5 Mutual Information

Definition 41 (Quantum Mutual Information) The mutual information of PAB E

DM7-A 0 NB) is defined as

I(A; B), = S(A), + S(B), - S(AB),.

Definition 42 (Tripartite Information) The tripartite information of PABC E D(tAO

B 0 7 1C) is defined as

13(A; B; C), = I(A; C), + I(B; C), - I(AB; C),. (2.41)

2.4.6 Relative Entropy

Definition 43 (Relative Entropy) The relative entropy D(pj 1-) between p, o- E

D(-) is defined as

D(p|a) := Tr {p[logp - log o-} (2.42)

if supp(p) C supp(u), and it is defined to be +oo otherwise.

A number of information quantities that I've defined previously can be recast as

relative entropy. For example,

I(A; B), = D(PAB PA 0 PB)

I(A)B), = D(pABOI 'A 9PB)

(2.43)

(2.44)

2.4.7 Data Processing Inequalities

Theorem 44 (Monotonicity of Relative Entropy) For any p, o- E D(WA), KA_,B

a quantum channel,

D(pIjo-) > D(Af(p)II.A(a)). (2.45)

The following data processing inequalities can be derived as a consequence of Theorem

44.
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Theorem 45 (Data Processing Inequality for Coherent Information) Let PAB E

D(7-tAO7 -(B) and KB+B' be a quantum channel. Set O'AB' AB-B' (pAB). Then there

is the following data processing inequality

(2.46)

Theorem 46 (Data Processing Inequality for Mutual Information) Let PAB E

D(-A 0 'NB), and KA A', MB_-Bt be quantum channels. Set UAB' = JA-*A'

M B-+B' (PAB). Then there is the following data processing inequality

(2.47)

Using recovery maps, one can obtain the equality condition for Theorem 44.

Theorem 47 (Exact Recovery) Let p, o E D (HNA) and ArAB be a quantum chan-

nel. Then

D(pIIo-) = D (A(p)I N (o-)) (2.48)

if and only if

R o A (p) = p Vt E R. (2.49)

2.4.8 R6nyi Entropy

Definition 48 (Renyi Entropy) The Rinyi-a entropy of p E D(N) is defined as

"( = - -1 logTr {p},
1-a

where a > 0 and a # 1.

I single out a few special cases.

1. a = 0. S(O)(p) = log rank(p) is called the max/Hartley entropy.

2. a = 1. S(') is defined as S() lima~ S(. In this case, SM (p) -Tr {p log p}

is just the von Neumann entropy.
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3. a = oo. I is defined as S$7= limas SF. In this case, = Smin(P)

- log Amax(p) is called the min entropy, where Amax(p) denotes the largest eigen-

value of p.

Similarly, when I deal with states of multiple systems, for example PAB, I will

denote the Renyi-a entropies of PA, PB, PAB by Sp(A)p, S )(B)p, S( AB)p.

I will discuss more properties of R6nyi entropy in Sec 6.1.

2.4.9 Entanglement Measures

Because entanglement is a very important resource in both quantum computation and

quantum information, it is important to develop theories to quantify entanglement.

Suppose one has a pure bipartite state OAB, the entanglement entropy between A

and B is defined as S(A)O. As S(A)o = S(B)O, the entanglement entropy is also equal

to S(B)O. I would also say A and B share S(A)o ebits, as the maximally entangled

state between two qubits represent one ebit.

In a similar fashion, the Renyi-a entanglement entropy between A and B is defined

as S,(A) .

2.5 Distance Measures

2.5.1 Distance Measures Between Quantum States

Definition 49 (Trace Norm) The trace norm JIM11 1 of an operator M E L (N, W')

is defined as

||MI|1 := Tr {MI} , (2.50)

where IMI := VMt M.

Definition 50 (Trace Distance) Given two quantum states p, u- D ' (W-1), the trace

distance between them is defined as

Ip - o-71. (2.51)
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The trace distance is a measure of the distinguishability of two quantum states.

Definition 51 (Fidelity) Given two quantum states p, or DE(7-), the fidelity be-

tween them is defined as

F (p, or) =|Vfyp/ 1. (2.52)

The trace distance and fidelity between quantum states are related by the Fuchsvan

de Graaf inequalities.

Theorem 52 (Fuchsvan de Graaf Inequalities) Given two quantum states p, - E

D (71), their trace distance and fidelity are related by the following inequalities

1
1 - F(p, o-) < lp- o-all < V1 - PF(p, or). (2.53)

The trace distance is also related to the relative entropy, by Pinkser inequality.

Theorem 53 (Pinkser Inequality) Given two quantum states p, a- E D (R), their

relative entropy and trace distance are related by the following inequality

D (pl l-) > lep -o- . (2.54)21

2.5.2 Distance Measures Between Quantum Channels

Definition 54 (k-diamond-norm distance) Given two quantum channel JVAB

and MA+B, the k-diamond-norm distance between them is defined as

1|M - M|11() : max I R 9 A+B (PRA) - TR MA4 -BpRA) 1, (2.55)
PRA EDRe71A)

where |R| = k.

Definition 55 Given two quantum channel NAB and MA-B, the diamond-norm

distance between them is defined as

11M - M ll := max 11 - MH 1k). (2.56)
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It can be shown that the maximization in diamond-norm distance can be restricted

to k < AJ.
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Chapter 3

Quantum Channel Capacities

3.1 Quantum Channel Capacities

Quantum channels can be used for a variety of communication tasks. A quantum

channel can be used to send classical information or quantum information. I use

C(.) (P1) to represent the capacity of the channel, and (-) to represent the corresponding

task. One of the central problems in this kind of task is what kind of quantum

states should I use to send information. Suppose I want to use K n times, i.e., I

have PV1AB1 0 AA2-B2..0 KA-An-4B-, does using entangled states PA1A2...An offer

any advantage than using product states PA' 0 PA2 0 - PA-? For this purpose, I

also define the 1-shot capacity C (AP), which is the capacity achieved using product

states.

3.1.1 Classical Capacity

Theorem 56 (HSW [38, 76]) The 1-shot classical capacity C)(K) of a channel

JVA-+B is

C( max I(X; B),, (3.1)
PXA

where the maximization is over classical-quantum states of the form

PXA -- Px(x) x) x~x 0 9 OA (3.2)
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and

OrXB pX (X) IX) KX ,

with

= JKA-+B(PA).

The classical capacity of a quantum channel K is

Cc(K) lim C (Ar")
n-+oo n

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

The 1-shot classical capacity is sometimes called the Holevo capacity x(K), and the

formula is sometimes written as

C1 (K) = max S
C f(Pi,Pil ( K

( Pi) ) (3.6)

For an ensemble {pi, pi}, its Holevo information is defined as

PiP ) - EpiS(pi).
2

(3.7)

So the 1-shot classical capacity can be viewed as the maximum Holevo information

of the output ensemble.

Sometimes I will call C) (K®") /n the n-shot classical capacity.

3.1.2 Quantum Capacity

Theorem 57 (LSD [54, 82, 21])

nelKVA',B is

The 1-shot quantum capacity CQ (K) of a chan-

Cf (K) max I(A)B),
Q OAA'

(3.8)

where the maximization is over pure bipartite states /AA, and

OUAB = KA'-+B (AA') . (3-9)
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The quantum capacity CQ (M) of a channel K is

CQ (K) lim CM (N*n) (3.10)

3.1.3 Entanglement-Assisted Classical Capacity

When the sender and receiver share entanglement, the amount of classical information

can be potentially increased. An example is superdense coding[9], where a sender can

send 2 bits of information through a noiseless qubit channel, if the sender and receiver

share a maximally entangled state. The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of

a quantum channel gives the maximum amount of classical information that can be

sent through the channel, assuming the sender and receiver have infinite amount of

pre-shared entanglement.

Theorem 58 [8, 5] The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of a quantum chan-

nel NA',B is

CE (K) = max I(A; B),, (3.11)
OAA'

where the maximization is over pure bipartite states OAA, and

O-AB = KA'+B ($AA') (3.12)

3.1.4 Classical Capacity with Limited Entanglement Assis-

tance

As shown above, with the presence of unlimited pre-shared entanglement between

the sender and receiver, the classical capacity formula greatly simplifies. Thus it is a

natural question to ask how much advantage I can obtain by using a finite amount

of pre-shared entanglement. This question is addressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 59 [83] The 1-shot classical capacity with limited entanglement assistance
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P of a quantum channel JVA'+B is

C ( ) max I(XA; B), (3.13)P 
PX AA'S(AIX)<P

where the maximization is over classical-quantum states of the form

PXAA' ZpPX) IX) (X 0 OAA' (3.14)
X

and

OXAB ~ PX X IX) (XIX 0 UAB, (3.15)

with

UAB = KA'-+B (qAA') (3.16)

Limited entanglement assistance P means the average entanglement entropy between

the sender and receiver is less or equal to P. So there's the additional constraint

S(AIX)p < P.

The classical capacity with limited entanglement assistance P of a quantum chan-

nel Ar is given by

CP - lim C (I) ) 3.7
n-i+oo Ao)(-7

The classical capacity with limited entanglement assistance is an example of the

trade-off capacity, in the sense that the sender and receiver have some pre-shared

entanglement as resources, and they can trade in these resources to increase the

capacity at which classical information can be transferred through the channel. So

Theorem 59 described a rate region specified by (C, E), with C the communication

rate, and E the rate of entanglement consumption.

Thus, it is not hard to imagine a trade-off capacity between classical and quan-

tum communication, or a triple trade-off capacity region between classical, quantum

communication and entanglement.
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3.1.5 Dynamic Capacity Region

Theorem 60 (CQE trade-off [43]) The dynamic capacity region CCQE (P) of a

quantum channel M is equal to the following expression:

CCQE (P1) U k C (QE k
k=1

where the overbar indicates the closure of a set. The region CgQE (P) is equal to the

union of the state-dependent regions CQEa (P1):

CQE() UCCQE,, (P1).

The state-dependent region C QE,, (K) is the set of all rates C, Q and E, such that

C + 2Q < I(AX; B),, (3.18)

Q + E < I(A)BX)r,, (3.19)

C + Q + E < I(X; B), + I(A)BX)O. (3.20)

The above entropic quantities are with respect to a classical-quantum state (cq state)

UXAB, where

OrX AB - P(X) pIX) (X|X OA''B AAX) (3.21

and the states <AA, are pure.

The dynamic capacity region CCQE(P1) in Theorem 60 allows one to recover known

capacity theorems by choosing certain (C, Q, E) in Eqs. (3.18)-(3.20) as follows:

" the classical capacity Cc (P1) when choosing Q = E = 0 (Theorem 56);

" the quantum capacity CQ(P1) when choosing C = E = 0 (Theorem 57);

" the classical and quantum capacity CCQ(P) when choosing E = 0 (CQ trade-

off) [23];
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" the entanglement assisted classical capacity CCE(F) when choosing Q = 0 (CE

trade-off) [5, 83];

" the entanglement assisted quantum capacity CQE(AF) when choosing C = 0 (QE

trade-off) [22, 20].

Using the dynamic capacity formula, I can prove some basic facts about the clas-

sical capacity with limited entanglement assistance.

Lemma 61 Using P ebits can never increase the 1-shot classical capacity by more

than P, i.e.,

Cp (K) C) (A/)+ P.

Proof. Given a channel JVA'-B, by setting Q = E = 0 in the dynamic capacity

formula (Eqn. (3.18)-(3.20)), I obtain

C < I(AX; B),

0 I(X; B), + I(A)BX)0.

Thus

However,

C(1 (K) = max min (I(AX; B), I(X; B), + I(A)BX)>).
PXAA'

I(AX; B), - I(X; B)a - I(A)BX)0 = S(A|X),,

and S(AIX), > 0 because gXB is a cq state. Thus

CSl) (K) = max I(X; B), + I(A)BX),.
PXAA,

(3.22)

While Eqn. (3.22) looks different from Eqn. (3.1), it can be shown that they are equal

[42], and the maximization can be also restricted PXAA' = EP(x) JX (XjX 0 ktAA'

with xAA, product states, i.e.,

CS) (K) = max
PXAA

S(AIX)p=O
I(X; B), + I(A)BX)Or. (3.23)
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Thus

CM (K) - C (K)

max I(XA; B), - max (I(X; B), + I(A)BX),)
S(AX)p P S(AjX)p=O

< max (I(XA; B), - I(X; B), - I(A)BX),)
S(AIX)p P

= max S(A|X),= P
S(AIX)p<P

3.2 The Additivity Problem: An Introduction

One of the central problems in quantum information theory is the additivity problem.

When I have a product channel .Af1 ®K2 , should I use input states which are entangled

across the two channels? Classically, this is never a problem, because there is the

following theorem.

Theorem 62 Given two channels py1x1 (y 1jx 1) and py2jx2 (y 2 X 2 ), the capacity of

the joint channel py1y2Ix1x2 (y 1 y 2 a1X 2 ) is the same as sum of the capacities of the

individual channels. Mathematically,

max I(XX 2; Y 1Y 2) = max I(X1 ; Y 1) + max I(X 2 ; Y 2 ). (3.24)
PX1X2 PX1 PX2

This is however very different in quantum information theory. There are even a

few different versions of the additivity problem. I will use the classical capacity and

the dynamic capacity region as examples.

Most of the capacity formulas in Section 3.1 involve this regularization limnoc.

The weak additivity concerns this problem, and asks if the regularization is necessary.

Definition 63 (Weak Additivity for the Classical Capacity) If a quantum chan-
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nel K satisfies the property that

Cc(A/) > C () (A), (3.25)

then the classical capacity of K is weakly additive.

There is a stronger notion of additivity which implies the weak additivity.

Definition 64 (Strong Additivity for the Classical Capacity) If a quantum chan-

nel K satisfies the property that, for any quantum channel T,

C(1 (K ® 4) - C( (A) + C( (4), (3.26)

then the classical capacity of K is strongly additive.

It is clear that the strong additivity implies the weak additivity. By setting 4' = n

for any n, one obtains that

c ( =®o) C() ), (3.27)
n

and thus

Cc() = r lim 1C( (Aro)= (K). (3.28)
n-+oo m

If the classical capacity of a quantum channel K does not obey the strong addi-

tivity, then I say its classical capacity is superadditive.

It could also be the case the classical capacity of a quantum channel K obeys the

weak additivity but not the strong additivity. However, I will not discuss that case

here.

There is another notion of additivity that is seldomly discussed anywhere. It

could be the case that the classical capacity of both K1 and K 2 are superadditive,

but Cc (K1 K A 2 ) = Cc (K 1)+ Cc (K 2 ).

Various additivities can also be defined for the quantum capacity, or the dynamic

capacity region.
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Definition 65 (Weak Additivity for the Dynamic Capacity Region) If a quan-

tum channel M satisfies the property that

CCQE (K) = CSQE (K), (3.29)

then the dynamic capacity region of K is weakly additive.

Definition 66 (Strong Additivity for the Dynamic Capacity Region) If a quan-

tum channel K satisfies the property that, for any quantum channel T,

CQE (Af 9 qI) = C 1QE (0 E + (-), 30)

then the dynamic capacity region of K is strongly additive.

For almost all of the capacity formulas, additivity is violated in one way or another.

I will give a detailed discussion to some of them in Chapter 4. However, there is

one capacity, the entanglement-assisted classical capacity, that is not plagued by this

problem.

Theorem 67 (Additivity of the Entanglement-Assisted Classical Capacity [5])

The entanglement-assisted classical capacity is strongly additive for all quantum chan-

nels, i.e., for any KO and K 1 ,

CE (K 0 0K ) = CE (K0 ) + CE ("). (3.31)

Here I should point out that originally it was shown that the 1-shot entanglement-

assisted classical capacity formula is

C (K) - max I(A; B),.
E OAA'

Naturally, just as the other capacity formulas, the entanglement-assisted classical

capacity is given by the regularized formula

.CM) (Ar n)
CE lim .

n-+oo n
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However, Theorem 67 showed that

CS) (A 0 ® K 1 ) = C() (K0 ) + C() (K1 )

for any choise of K0 and j\(.

Because of this,

C () (K®") = nC() (K)

and thus

CE (K) = CE1) (K) (3.32)

This is why the formula of entanglement-assisted classical capacity in Theorem 58

does not have a regularized expression.

3.3 Examples of Quantum Channels with Known

Dynamic Capacity Region

Very few channels were known to have a strongly additive dynamic capacity region.

One example is the class of quantum Hadamard channels. The strong additivity of

its dynamic capacity region is shown in Ref.[10].

As discussed in Sec 2.3.2, the qubit dephasing channel and the 1 -+ N qubit

cloning channel are examples of quantum Hadamard channels. As such, their dynamic

capacity regions can be computed exactly. Here I briefly describe the results, and

discuss some of the interesting things.

Theorem 68 [94] Given a qubit dephasing channel T dph as defined in Definition 24,

its dynamic capacity region is described by the following set of inequalities

C + 2Q < 1 + H2 (v) - H2 (-y(v, n)) (3.33)

Q + E H2(v) - H2 ((v, I)) (3.34)

C + Q + E <1 - H2(7 (v, r)), (3.35)
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where v c [0, 1/2], H2 is the binary entropy function, and

7(v r) 2 + V1 - 16 - (1- v1-v.(3.36)

I can also obtain the CE trade-off capacity region by setting Q = 0, and the CQ

trade-off capacity region by setting E = 0 respectively.

Setting Q = 0, the boundary of CE trade-off capacity region is described by

(C, -E), where

C = I + H2 (v) - H2(Y(v, r)) (3.37)

E H2(v). (3.38)

Setting E = 0, the boundary of CQ trade-off capacity region is described by

(C, Q), where

C = 1 - H2 (v) (3.39)

Q= H2 (v) - H 2 (7Y(v, r1)) (3.40)

If one plots C against E or C against Q, one would see that the curve is strictly

concave everywhere. This indicates that the joint coding strategy beats all time-

sharing strategies. The strict concavity of the CE &CQ trade-off curve will be used

repeatedly in Chapter 4.

The dynamic capacity region of the 1 - N qubit cloning channel can also be

computed exactly. The formulas are much more complicated, but its CE &CQ trade-

off curve also obey the strict concave property.
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Chapter 4

The Additivity Problem of

Quantum Channel Capacities

4.1 The Additivity Problem of the Classical Ca-

pacity

Whether there exists a quantum channel such that its classical capacity is superad-

ditivie has been an outstanding problem for a long time.

For example, it has been shown that many channels, including unital qubit chan-

nels [45] and entanglement-breaking channels [81], have a strongly additive classical

capacity.

4.1.1 The Additivity Conjectures

Thus there was the following conjecture.

Conjecture 69 (Additivity Conjecture of the Classical Capacity) All quan-

tum channels have a strongly additive classical capacity, i. e., for any quantum channel

NAJ and A/ 2 )

C (j (K9 ® K2) = 0 (K1) +c (2) (4.1)

In 2003, Shor showed that this was equivalent to a number of other additivity con-
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jectures [841, among them the additivity conjecture of the minimum output entropy.

Definition 70 (Minimum Output Entropy) The minimum output entropy of a

quantum channel K is defined as

Smin(K) = min S(M (p)). (4.2)
p

Conjecture 71 (Additivity Conjecture of the Minimum Output Entropy)

For any quantum channel K1 and K 2,

Smin (K" 0 K 2 ) = Smin (K 1 ) + Smin (K 2) (4.3)

Theorem 72 [84] Conjecture 69 and Conjecture 71 are equivalent. They are both

true or false.

I will sketch half of the proof, that Conjecture 69 implies Conjecture 71. The proof

uses the idea of unitally extended channels and is very helpful in my discussions of

the additivity problem of the dynamic capacity region.

Proof. Let 'J1_,1 , 2_2 be two arbitrary quantum channels, and A'lA1l-+B1,

A R2A2--B2 be their respective unital extensions.

Consider states of the form

PXR1A1 ~- 1k) (kIx 0 |k) (kIR1 0 A1, (4.4)

where {k)}kE{1,...,1R 1 2} form a computational basis for 'WR1-

Then its output under K1 is

OXB1 1 lx 0 X(k)A (4.5)
k

Since Heisenberg-Weyl operators form a unitary 1-design, I know -B1 =rBl. So

I(X; B'), = log JB1 I - S( 1 (#)) (4.6)
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Thus by choosing #1 that achieves Smi, (VI), I get

I(X; Bl), = log IB1 - Smin (XIi)

For any o- of the form Eqn. (3.3), I have

log B1 > S(B)o,

and

Smin (qf') < S(B1JX)O,

thus

cj) (K1 ) log IB - Smin (T1)

Similarly, I can show that

CC (K 2 ) log B2 | - Smn (Q2)

and

C1) ( &A 2 ) =log (B1 IB 21) - Smin (qp 1 ® q2)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

Thus

C) (A 1  K2  
- (> (K") + CSj (12) (4.13)

<*Smin (ill g qp2) Smin (4I ) + Smin (X2) (4.14)

By choosing Vi and lp 2 to be arbitrary and restricting Conjecture 69 to unitally

extended channels, one sees that Conjecture 69 implies Conjecture 71. m

4.1.2 Violations of the Additivity Conjectures

In 2009, Hastings [32] showed that these additivity conjectures are false. He con-

structed a pair of channels 1 and 4J2 that violated Conjecture 71. Specifically, he
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showed that if J1 is a random unitary channel as defined in Definition 16, i.e.,

D

'i(p) -- EPkUkPU, (4.15)
k=1

and
D

,p2(p) _ t PkU~ 4.16)
k=1

with the same Pk and Uk, and Uk is the complex conjugate of Uk, for a specific

distribution Pk, and for the input dimension large enough, there exists a non-zero

probability that IQ1 and Xp 2 will violate Conjecture 71.

Similarly, if T is a random orthogonal channel with similar conditions, there exists

a probability that

Smin (q,0 2) < 2Smin (T) - (4.17)

I will primarily use this result in our later discussion.

4.2 The Additivity Problem of the Quantum Ca-

pacity

Many channels are known to have a superadditive quantum capacity. For example,

for the qubit depolarizing channel (26), it was shown that for certain depolarizing

parameters, CQ (4PdPO) > C (TdPo) [25]. Ref. [17] even constructed a series of

quantum channels JAf such that C() = 0 for m < n, and C(m) > 0 for m > n, makingQ Q

one wonders if quantum capacities are 'computable'.

On the other hand, the class of degradable channels have an additive quantum

capacity [23].
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4.3 Superadditivity of the Dynamic Capacity Re-

gion

In this section, I will describe a series of collaborative work [99, 98] that reveal inter-

esting additivity properties in the dynamic capacity region of quantum channels.

4.3.1 Summary of Results

All of my results are summarized here. I will denote a single-resource capacity region

by a single letter, e.g., C for Cc (A). I will also use short notation for double and triple-

resource trade-off regions, e.g., CE for CCE(K) and CQE for CCQE(AF). I will use the

arrow notation, with "-+" meaning additivity of the capacity on the left-hand side

implies additivity of the capacity on the right-hand side, and "/-+" meaning additivity

of the capacity on the left-hand side does not imply additivity of the capacity on the

right-hand side. All additivities here mean weak additivity.

Table 4.1: Summary of results for double resources. "N" stands
additivity", while "Y" means "implies additivity".

for "does not imply

Imply the additivity of
Additive capacities CQE

QE N (Sec4.3.6)
CQ N (Sec4.3.10, conjecture)
CE N (Sec4.3.8)

CE&Q#CE&QE N (Sec4.3.9)
CE&CQ Y[42]

Table 4.2: Summary of results for triple resources. "N" stands for "does not imply
additivity", while "Y" means "implies additivity".

1. CE:
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Imply the additivity of
Additive capacities CE CQ QE

C N [99] N [25] N [25]
Q N (Sec4.3.6) N (Sec4.3.6) Y [20]

C&QM4 C&QE N (Sec4.3.5) N (Sec4.3.7) Y[20]



(a) C /-+ CE [99]: There exists a quantum channel K, such that its classical

capacity is additive, but its CE trade-off capacity region is superadditive.

I will give an explicit construction of K in Sec 4.3.4.

(b) C&Q /-+ CE: There exists a quantum channel K, such that its classical

and quantum capacities are both additive, but its CE trade-off capacity

region is superadditive. I will give an explicit construction of K in Sec

4.3.5.

2. QE:

Q -- QE [20]: For any quantum channel K, if its quantum capacity is additive,

then its QE trade-off capacity region is always additive.

3. CQ:

(a) C /-+ CQ [25]: There exists a quantum channel K, such that its classical

capacity is additive, but its CQ trade-off capacity region is superadditive.

The depolarizing channel has a non-additive quantum capacity at some de-

phasing parameter, and hence a non-additive CQ trade-off capacity, while

its classical capacity is additive.

(b) Q /-+ CQ: There exists a quantum channel K, such that its quantum

capacity is additive, but its CQ trade-off capacity region is superadditive.

I will give an explicit construction of K in Sec 4.3.6.

(c) C&Q /- CQ: Moreover, there exists a quantum channel K, such that

its classical and quantum capacities are additive, but its CQ trade-off

capacity region is superadditive. I will give an explicit construction of K

in Sec 4.3.7.

4. CQE:

(a) CE /+ CQE: There exists a quantum channel K such that its CE trade-off

capacity region is additive, but its dynamic capacity region is non-additive.

I will give an explicit construction of K in Sec 4.3.8.
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(b) CE&Q 7 CQE: There exists a quantum channel K such that its quantum

capacity and its CE trade-off capacity region are additive, but its dynamic

capacity region is non-additive. I will give an explicit construction of Ar

in Sec 4.3.9.

(c) CQ 7 CQE: (Conjecture) There exists a quantum channel K such that its

CQ trade-off capacity region is additive, but its dynamic capacity region

is non-additive. This is the only case in which I do not have an explicit

example. I will outline a possible construction in Sec 4.3.10.

4.3.2 Framework

This section presents technical tools that I have developed for demonstration of su-

peradditivity in trade-off capacities.

I will be using switch channels (as defined in Definitoin 29) extensively. Switch

channels were first used in Ref. [5] to demonstrate the existence of quantum channels

such that the quantum capacity is nonzero, but for which pre-shared entanglement

does not improve the classical capacity. Subsequently, they were used in Ref. [26]

to show the superadditivity of private information, with an alternative definition. A

more complicated version was used in Ref. [17] to show that an unbounded number

of channel uses may be required to detect quantum capacity.

One immediate difficulty is that, even if K0 and K 1 are well-studied, the dynamic

capacity region of K may not always have a simple expression in terms of those of

K 0 and K1 . This is due to the fact that the switch register M can be in a statistical

mixture. However, if Ko and K1 are unitally extended channels, then the dynamic

capacity region of K does have a simple expression. This is given by the following

lemma.

Lemma 73 Consider a switch channel KA'-+B between KAC-B and K)ACMB, with

input partition A' = MRC and M being a switch register. Here KRCB and KRjC*B
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are unital extensions of CB and 'B respectively. Then

CgQE (K) = Conv (CQE (Ko) U C(QE (Ai)), (4.18)

where Conv denotes the convex hull of points from the two sets.

If, in addition, the quantum dynamic capacity region for K0 is strongly additive,

then I also have

CCQE (K) = Conv (CCQE (K0 ) U CCQE (K")) (4.19)

Note that Lemma 73 also applies to the single and double resource capacity regions.

This is because these capacity regions are determined by the same set of entropic

quantities [42].

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of this lemma.

Firstly, as noted in Sec 2.3.2, switch channels and unitally extended channels are

both examples of partial eq channels.

For partial eq channels, one can always assume inputs are cq states with respect

to the input partition R and C for the purpose of evaluating capacities, as I show in

Lemma 74 below.

Lemma 74 If XFA'+B is a partial cq channel with partition A' = RC, then the optimal

trade-off surface of the 1-shot dynamic capacity region CQE (I') can be achieved with

respect to cq states UXAB = qJA'4+B (PXAA'), where PXAA' is of the form

PXAA' = ( xj) fxj)(x, j x I) ( jR ( C (4.20)

For PXAA, described above, each input state to the channel I) (JR 0 #7C has en-

tanglement entropy at most log CI between input space RC and ancilla A. One

can therefore conclude that at most log CI ebits of entanglement is useful for the 1-

shot dynamic capacity region. This extends similarly to the n-shot dynamic capacity

region, for n > 1.
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Proof. I will show that, for any input state

(4.21)XAA' = P I) (XI O0 AA"
a;

with its output state

4;XAB ="'A'-*B (fiXAA') = ZP) IX) KXIX 0 &AB7 (4.22)

where (;AB = TA',B (A,), there exists a corresponding state PxAA', in the form of

Eq. (4.20), which can achieve the same rate, if not better.

In fact, the state PxAA' can be obtained by applying IR*R on PXAA, and expanding

its classical register X. This can be achieved by the following quantum instrument

T: R -+ RXR,

(4.23)7T(V)LR) (I ) P1) 0IR 0 1)) 0KIX,

so that

PXAA' - xAA')

E P(X1 ) IXIJ) (X' i X 0 ij) (AR 0 Oxj (4.24)
XJ

where I abuse the notation X to denote XXR in Eq. (4.24), p(x,j) p(x)p(jlx),

p(j|X) Tr {(|j) (jR 0 IAc) OARC} and #xjA7 (A OARC J)R /pj IX) is still a pure

state.

Let GXAB =VA'-*B (PXAA'). Then

'XAB P(X, X,) ( X B

X'j

where

] A'4B ( 0 AC).
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It follows that

(4.25)AB = Zp(j x)UB.
j

Since the dynamic capacity region is fully determined by the three entropic quan-

tities I(AX; B),I (A)BX) and I(X; B) in Eqs. (3.18)-(3.20), it suffices to show that

all three entropic quantities evaluated on -XAB are greater than those evaluated on

4XAB-

1. First consider I(A)BX).

I(A)BX). = p(j)I(A)B),X
Xxj

= Yp()p(jjx)I(A)B),X
X J

> Zp(x)I(A)B),;_
x

I(A)BX), (4.26)

where the inequality is due to Eq. (4.25) and the convexity of coherent infor-

mation with respect to inputs.

2. Now consider I(AX; B). Similarly,

I(AX; B)a = S(B), + I(B)AX)O

> S(B), + I(B)AX),

= I(AX; B),

where the inequality is due to cYB = B and

f(B)AX), I(B)AX )

follows similarly as Eq. (4.26), after swapping A and B.
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3. Finally consider I(X; B). Writing Ix, j) as |x) |j), it can be shown

I(X; B), ;> I(X; B),

using the data processing inequality for mutual information (Theorem 46), when

I apply the partial trace map Jx) (xl 0| i) (| --+ x) (x| to cXB.

Lemma 75 The optimal trade-off surface of the 1-shot dynamic capacity region of a

unitally extended channel can always be achieved with OXAB such that UB ~ 7B- This

extends similarly to the n-shot dynamic capacity region for n> 1.

Proof. Suppose JRC*B is unitally extended from TC+B. Since a unitally extended

channel ')RCB is a partial cq channel, by Lemma 74, I can consider states of the

form

PXAA Z p(xJ) 1x, ) {xjlX 0 IJ) (9 0 7AC-
X'j

Let 4;XAB - 4RC-+B(PXAA') with A'= RC. Then

XAB X I j 0

x'j

where s = X (k)sABX(k) t and 4;A = - C-+B (OAC)

I can construct another state of the form in Eq. (4.20):

PX'AAI = x, j, k)Ix, j, k) (x, j, k|x, 0 |k) (k 9 Oj7AC,
x,j,k

where p(x, j, k) = p(x, j)/|R|, and O'X'AB -IRC-+B(PX'AA'):

~X'B p(x,, k) Ix, j, k) (xl j, kj~, 09 xjk
9X' AB X' Y I AB,

x,j,k
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where oj = X(k)uj X(k)t and oux% (q$j). The state UX'AB satisfies

eB jkZB p(X, j, k)uO]
x,j,k

E P(X,J)1
X,3(JR ku~k

~ 7B,

where I've used the 1-design formula (2.9).

I can verify that the dynamic capacity region with aX'AB is larger than that with

XAB as follows:

I( A)BX')O1 = (p(x, j, k)I[(A)B),xjk
x,j,k

= Z p(x, j)I(A)B),i = I(A)BX),
X,)

(4.28)

I(AX'; B). = S(B), + S p(x, j, k)I(B)A),,xk
x,j,k

log(IB1) + p(x, j)I(B)A),;ox > I(AX; B),
XJ

I(X'; B)O =S(B), - p(x, j, k)S(B),k
x,j,k

= log(IB|) - p(x, j)S(B) j > I (X; B).
XJ

(4.29)

(4.30)

The key property used in the above equations is, for any Heisenberg-Weyl operator

X(k),

S(O'B) = S(X(k jo-BX(k)t ).

0

Proof of Lemma 73. Following from Lemma 75 and Eq. (4.27), I only need to

consider states of the form

1

PXAA = pm Im) (rnlm 0 pXARCi
m=0
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where pm =xk p(x, m, k) and

PXARC
p(x, m, k)

pM ik)x, m, k) (x, m, kIX 0 |k) (kI R 9 4AT,
pr

with p(x, m, k) = p(x, m, k') for all k, k' and m E {o, 1}.

The corresponding channel output is

1

UXAB E PUXAB
m=0

where
p(x, m, k) ABk

XA-Z , x, m, k) (x, m, kIX & O-uk
x,k

and

axrk = X(k)LB (<pi) X(k)t.

Then all three of the entropic quantities evaluated on -XAB in Eq. (4.32) can be

decomposed to the corresponding ones evaluated on -XUIAB given in Eq. (4.33):

1
I (A) BX), = - p(x, mn, k) -z(A)B),xmk

m=O x,k

1

= pmI(A)BX)m
m=0

Likewise,

I(AX; B), - log(IB|) + S 5p(x, m, k)I(B) A.xmk
m=O x,k

1
-5 pm l(AX; B), M

m=0
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and

1

I (X ; B)=E p'I (X ; B) r..
m=0

This means if I consider inputs of the form (4.31), the triple rate for using .N can

always be expressed as a linear combination of the triple rates of Kl and M1. It

is also clear that any linear combination is achievable by the time-sharing principle.

Since using states of the form (4.31) is optimal,

CQE ) U E (() + (1 - P)CCQE (K)
o<p 1

= Cony (CQE (KO) U C(QE (*))

Here again, addition means Minkowski sum. I have also used the fact that the dynamic

capacity region of any channel is convex.

Similarly,

CQE (® &'I) = Conv( CQE (K0 ®K ) u

CQE W' 0 J) U C C'QE (Ar (9 JV'.

If the quantum dynamic capacity region is strongly additive for K0 , then

CQE (Kro ®K) = CCQE (ro) + CCQE (K) (4.34)

and

CQE ((Ko)) =nCCQE 0) (4.35)
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In this case

CMQ

2CCQE 0
2 C (CE (0) + C

C Cony (2ccQE (K 0)

CQE ( 0 K1))

CQE(K1®K1))

Thus the 1-shot quantum dynamic capacity region for KoK can be greatly simplified

to

CgE (K 0 K) = Cony (2CcQE (K0 ) UCCQE(K 0K)).

CQE (K( k)

Conv C E ( Ilk) u CMQE 0 (1)k 1 u

-- UCCQE(( ) (9./V OQE ((Ko) k)).

Each term C(1E ((KO)om 0 (K)Ok m, 0

C (QE(Ao) m

< m < k, can be upper bounded as

1Al Ok-m)

= mCCQE (K0) + C Q)E (( Ok-m)

CmCCQE (K0) + (k - m)CCQE (K1l)

C kConv (CCQE (KO) U CCQE(K 1 )) -

Here the second line follows from the strong addivity of the dynamic capacity region

of K0 . The third line follows from the definition of CCQE. The fourth line follows

from the definition of convex hull. Thus C(1E (Krk) can also be upper bounded as

CQgE (Kok) C kConv (CCQE (N') U CCQE (K 1 .))
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and

CCQE (A) U(k kC)
k=1

C Conv (CCQE (Ar)

= Cony (CCQE (N)

The last equality follows because of the topology

I show in Appendix B.

U CCQE (Ar1))

U CCQE(A 1 )) -

of the dynamic capacity region, as

By a time-sharing protocol, it is obvious that

CCQE (Ar) D Conv (CCQE (Ar) U CCQE (A-))

Hence

CCQE (Ar) = ConV (CCQE (Ar0) U CCQE(Ar 1 )) -

S

While I've been working with Heisenberg-Weyl operators only,

the unitarity of Heisenberg-Weyl operators and the unitary 1-design

in proving the above lemmas. Hence, lemmas 73 and 75 will hold

extension. 1

I've only used

property (2.9)

for any unital

Moreover, unital extensions are preserved under tensor product of channels: if V

is a unital extension of 1, and q)2 is a unital extension of 4i2, then D 0 4)2 is also

a unital extension of 411 0 12. This follows from the fact that if {U3 } E U(di) and

{Vk} E U(d2 ) both satisfy Eq. (2.9), then {U 9Vk } E U(dd 2 ) also satisfies Eq. (2.9).

1Note that I do not even require Ao and I' to have the same unital extension. However, to
ensure the input dimensions of K0 and Arl are the same, their unital extensions must involve the
same number of unitaries. For this reason, I stick with the Heisenberg-Weyl operators most of the
time.
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4.3.3 Construction Techniques

All my constructions utilize the switch channel idea. I always assume that K is a

switch channel of two unitally extended channels K 0 and ]\(. Further, I assume that

(U) KV has a strongly additive dynamic capacity region.

In this setting, I can use Lemma 73 and its reduction to various single-resource

and double-resource capacities.

In each construction, I first state the properties that KO and K 1 need to satisfy, in

addition to Property (U). I then show how the desired superadditivity of the switch

channel K follows from these properties. In the end, I explicitly construct channels

that satisfy the properties I have required.

Before I start, I first propose two families of unitally extended channels that

satisfy (U), unital extensions of Hadamard channels and classical channels. Many

of my explicit constructions of K0 will be chosen from these candidates. I will also

derive expressions of their dynamic capacity region. The following lemma concerns

unital extensions of Hadamard channels.

Lemma 76 The dynamic capacity region is strongly additive for a unital extension

of a Hadamard channel.

The proof follows from the proof of strong additivity of the dynamic capacity region

of a Hadamard channel [10] and the stucture of optimal input states for unitally

extended channels.

Proof. Consider 0D' o and TA1_B1, where V is a unital extension of a Hadamard

channel I'BO, and I' is an arbitrary channel.

The result follows if both the CQ and CE trade-off capacity regions of VF are

strongly additive [43]. To show that the CQ trade-off capacity region is strongly

additive for <1), it was shown in Ref. [10] it suffices to prove that

f, (0 ® W1) = fx ((0) + fA (XP1) (4.36)
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for any channel V, where

fA (K) = max I(X; B), + AI(A)BX) 7 . (4.37)
p

The state u- is the channel output state with p being the input state (see, e.g., Theo-

rem 60). The reason why f. (K) is considered is that, with different values of A, the

function leads to points on the CQ trade-off curve. For a more detailed argument,

please see Ref. [10].

In the following, I will only show that fA (Vo 0 V1) < fA ( 0 ) + fA (41) because

the other direction is trivial from its definition.

Since V0 9 1 : CRA1 -+ B'B' is a partial cq channel, by the same argument as

that in Lemma 74, fA ()0 0 VI) can be achieved with input states of the following

form

PXRACA1 = E xIj (X 0 j) (JIR 0 OACA1,

with output states

JXABB1 zXp(x) , (4.38)

where

BB1 0 (o i IR 0 OACA'Y

Let UCOS so and U 1B1E1 be the isometric extensions of T0 and 'F, and let

QXACA1 Zp(X) IX) KX 0 OACA1

WXAA1BOEO - (Uo oI) PXACA1 (UO0

XABOBIEOE1 = (UD® U 1 ) QXACA1 (U & U1) .

Moreover, let

OXYAB1EOE1 = D0y ( XABOB1EOE1),
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where DEo o DBIOj = DBO-+EO is a degrading map for the Hadamard channel TO.

For any state UXABoB1 in Eq. (4.38), I have

fA ()0 0 qJ1 )

- I (X; BOB1), + Al (A)B 0B1X),

- S (B0B1),+ [(A - 1)S (B0B 1IX),

= S (B0B'), + [(A - 1)S (B0B|X)

- AS (AB0B 1|X)]

AS (ABOB1JX)j,

where the last equality follows from the same argument used in Eqs. (4.28) and (4.30).

Then subadditivity of the von Neumann entropy and chain rule yield

< S (BO), + (A - 1)S (.B 0jX)

+ S (Bl), + (A -

- AS (E 0 IX);

- AS (El|EOX)

< S (BO), + (A - 1) S (BO IX), - AS (EO IX),

+ S (Bl) + (A - 1)S (BIXY) - AS (E|XY)0

where the last inequality uses the fact that S (B1 B0X), < S (B1IYX)9 due to the

existence of D1 and S (ElIE0X), > S (E1 YX) 0 due to the existence of D2 . Finally,

= (I (X; B0 )w + Al (AA)B 0X))

+ (I (XY; B1)9 + Al (AE0 )B1 XY) 0 )

fA (<b0) + f\ (W1)

because S(E0 |X), = S(AAB 0 |X), and S (E1 |XY)0 = S (ABE0 |XY)9 .

To prove that the CE trade-off capacity region of the channel V is additive is

equivalent to showing that [10]:

g (4b0 & V ) = g ((DO) + gx ( T1) , (4.39)
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where 0 < A < 1,

gx (A) =max I(AX; B), - AS(AIX), (4.40)

and o is of the form given in Eq. (3.21).

However this proof proceeds similarly; hence, I will omit it. *

Now that I know unital extensions of Hadamard channels have a strongly additive

dynamic capacity region, I can proceed to study the dynamic capacity region of

specific channels.

Lemma 77 The CE and CQ trade-off curve of the qubit dephasing channel and 1 -+

N cloning channels are unchanged after a unital extension.

Proof. Consider the qubit dephasing channel Xdph and a 1 -+ N cloning channel

j1-+N, and their unital extensions 
1 dAph and 4D1-N. The statement of this lemma is

equivalent to showing that

f, (T) = fA () VA > 1

gA ( ) = A (D) VO < A < 1.

for

(-, ) = (qdph 7 ph ) (j-*N c 1- +N

In Lemma 75, I have argued that the 1-shot dynamic capacity region of a unitally

extended channel can be achieved with input of the form in Eq. (4.27). Evaluating

fA (P) on such states, one obtains

f~x (D) = log(IBI) + (A - 1)S (BIX'), - AS (ABIX').,

= log(|B|) + E p(x, j, k) [(A - 1)S(B),xjk - AS(AB)Oxjk]
x,j,k

- log(IBI) + Z p(x, j) [(A - 1)S(B),2j - AS(AB),,x]
x [j

<log(IBI) + max [(A - 1)S (B)a1 - AS (AB)O1, (4.41)
01
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where

oUAB -*CB (OAc) - (4.42)

For such a JAB =1 (9AC) that achieves Eq. (4.41), one can construct

PXAA' = 1 k) (kjX 0 1k) (k1R 0 AC- (4.43)
|R|

This state will saturate the above inequality.

For Xpdph and V 1N, it can be verified [10] that their fA have the same form, i.e.,

fA (T) = log(IBI) + max [(A - 1)S (B), - AS (AB),], (4.44)
01

with o- of the form given in Eq. (4.42).

The same argument also applies to g. m

The second family is unital extensions of classical channels.

Lemma 78 The dynamic capacity region of a classical channel T0 is strongly addi-

tive. It is described by the following relation

C-+2Q < Cc (T0) ,

Q + E < 0,

C+Q+ E < Cc (T0),

where Cc (40) is the classical capacity of T0.

The same holds for a unital extension of a classical channel.2

The dynamic capacity region of a classical channel and its unital extension only

has non-trivial classical information transmission. Hence the strong additivity follows

from the strong additivity of classical capacity for classical channels.

Proof. Consider the 1-shot dynamic capacity region of 90 e. By Lemma 74,

CQE (10) can be achieved with respect to cq states XAOB0 40 (PXAOAo'), where
2Note that Lemma 78 does not follow from Lemma 76, as a classical channel is not necessarily a

Hadamard channel. An example would be the quantum erasure channel with erasure probability 1.
It is clearly classical and antidegradable, while a Hadamard channel is degradable [93].
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PXAoAo' is of the form

PXAOAO' ZP(x--) x ) (x, , ,ix 9 Ii) ( IAo' 0 O .
X,)

Thus

JXAOBO P(x, j )x, J (X, XJx 9 OAOBO,

AOBO ~ AO'-BO (-B ) (AO' O A

where

is now a product state with respect to A0 and B0 .

The three entropic quantities of interest can be simplied when evaluated with

respect to UXAOBO, as

I (A 0X; B) = S (B0 ) - >3p(x, j)S (B0 ) xj
X,3

< cc (0) ,

I (A% BOX) , = -E p(x, J)S (A ),, < 0,

I (X; B0 ), < Cc (T0) .

It's also clear that those inequalities can be achieved. Thus C(QE () is described

by

C+ 2Q < Cc (T0 ),

C + Q + E < Cc (TO).-

Since the classical capacity of a classical channel is additive, the dynamic capacity

region of To is additive and is described by the same set of inequalities.

Next I show that the dynamic capacity region is strongly additive for To.

Consider an arbitrary channel T 1 . Since TO is a partial

cq channel, its 1-shot dynamic capacity region C(1) (40 0 i) can be achieved with
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respect to cq states OXABOB1 = A0 0 'IIi,- B (PAAO' A), where PXAAO'Al' is of

the form

PXAA'Al' Zp(x,j) , j) (x,j i I) iIAO' 0 ,.
X~J

For PXAAO1Al' of this form, UXABOB1 is of the form

JXABOB1 p(x, ) P X 0 BOB1 7

with

BOB1 AO'-BO 0 A1'B1 ( AO' 0 A1

For such UXABOB1, each of the three entropic quantities have simple upper bounds,

I (AX; BOB'), < I (X; B0 ), + -I (AX; Bl),

I (A)B 0B'X), = I (A)B 1X), ,

I (X; BOB1), < I (X; BO), + I (X; Bl),

where I've used subadditivity of the von Neumann entropy. Thus the 1-shot dynamic

capacity region of o0 1 V has a simple upper bound

C QE ({0 041) C C (410) + C E (1)

It's trivial to extend it to the dynamic capacity region of TO0 41

CCQE (410 041) C COQE (T0) + CCQE (T 1 )

Since the other direction of inclusion is obvious, I have

CCQE (410 01) CCQE (410) + CCQE ( .

For unital extensions of a classical channel, I observe that, if the Heisenberg-Weyl

operators are defined on the standard basis for the output of the channel, then the
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resulting channel is also a classical channel. Hence the above result applies. m

4.3.4 A: Additive C, Superadditive CE

I use Cp (K) when I view C (K) as a function of the amount of entanglement assis-

tance P, where (C (K) , P) are points on the CE trade-off curve of K. When P = 0,

I return to the classical capacity Cc (K). When P is maximal, I arrive at the classical

capacity with unlimited entanglement assistance CE (K). C0) (K) denotes the 1-shot

case.

I require K0 and K 1 to have the following properties:

(Al) Cc (K0 ) = Cc (K 1 ).

(A2) K 1 has a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region, i.e.,

CCE (JV) ;) C'(1 (J1),

and CCE (K 1) is strictly concave and superadditive at a boundary point of the

trade-off region with entanglement consumption P.

(A3) CCE (K 0 ) C- CCE (K1 ) and the CE trade-off capacity region of KO is strictly

smaller than that of K 1 when entanglement consumption is at P.

In the Cp notation, property (A2) means at P =P, p (K 1) > CS) (K 1) and

Cp (K 1) is strictly concave 3 in P at P = P . Property (A3) means that Cp (K() <

Cp (K 1) for all P and Cp (KO) < Cp (K 1) at P = P 4.

These three properties (A1)-(A3), together with (U), will guarantee that (i) the

classical capacity of K is additive; and (ii) the CE trade-off capacity region of K is

superadditive at entanglement consumption rate P.

3 Here by saying a function f is strictly concave at y, I mean f(y) > (1 - p)f(v) + pf(w) for all
v < y < w satisfying (1 - p)v + pw = y, with p E (0, 1).

4I wish to emphasize that as long as there are some points in CCE(N1) that is not included in

CCE(No), the inclusion is strict. Hence the two descriptions are the same.
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Combining property (Al) with (U) yields statement (i):

CC (K) LemJ3,(U) max {Cc (A") , Cc (Kl)}

= Cc (fV/) jU) C(1 ) (pVO)
(A1),(U) (() o~Lem.73max 1 C0 ) (Ko), CSl) (A") C() (K).

Here in the first equality, I've used the reduction of Lemma 73 to the classical capacity,

with the fact that .A 0 has a strongly additive dynamic capacity region (U). The

second equality follows from property (Al). In the third equality, I've again used

the fact that KO has a strongly additive dynamic capacity region (U). By definition

Cc (K 1 ) > CSl) (K1 ), thus from (Al) I can get Cc (Ko) = C() (Ko) > CSl) (K), and

the fourth equality follows. The last equality follows from Lemma 73. Similar lines

of reasoning are used in subsequent sections. Thus I will only indicate the properties

used in each step by the superscript.

Property (A3) and Lemma 73 ensure that

(,)Lem.73, (U)

CCE (K) Conv (CCE (K 0 ) U CCE (K 1))
()CCE ( ). (4.45)

Since

CS (1 ) Lm,( Conv (CCE (K)uC 1)),

there exists PO P1 > 0 and p C [0, 1] such that pP + (1 - p)P1  P and

C) (K) = pCpo (K ) + (I - p)C) (K1). (4.46)

Statement (ii) follows after considering three different cases.

1. p = 0.

CM) (N Eq (4.46) CS) ( 2) < Cp (Nv ) Eq.(4.45)

where the inequality follows from the superadditivity part of property (A2).
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2. 0 < p < 1. I have

Cp (Ar) Eq .4- p C pl (Ar ) + ( 1 - p)C P(11)
(A3)

< PCPO (K 1) + (1 - p)C 1 (W1)
(A2)(45

< Cp(N1)Eq. (.45) CP (Ar).

The second inequality follows from the strict concavity part of property (A2).

3. p = 1. Then

E4() Eq.(4.46) Cf (K0o) (M3) 0P (K1 ) Eq.(4.45) 0P (Kr).

Here I explicitly construct K.

I quote the following property about concave functions [71]: A concave function

u(y) is continuous, differentiable from the left and from the right. The derivative is

decreasing, i.e., for x < y I have u'(x-) > u'(x+) ;> (y-) > u'(y+). I use " " to

denote the right and left derivatives when needed.

I first construct K1 . Choose Qro to be a random orthogonal channel with a

subadditive minimum output entropy, and XJro has input dimension N. This is unitally

extended to ro. As explained in Sec 4.1.2, Dr, will have a superadditive classical

capacity.

Due to Lemma 74, the useful entanglement assistance is at most log(N). Thus I

restrict to 0 < P < log(N).

Let

c = CC (br) - C() (In) > 0. (4.47)

By Lemma 61,

C0 ( o) C) (ro) + P, (4.48)

thus

Cl) (4 ) < CM (V 0) + log(N).
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Since CE (Dro) = CM (4o) (Eqn. 3.32), I can conclude

CE (V) CC ((4Ir) + log(N) - c.

This implies dCp (41") /dP cannot always be 1. Thus there exists P C [0, log(N))

such that

dCp ( ro) /dP = 1, V 0 < P < P

and

Next I discuss different cases of P.

1. P > 0. Then Cp (4)r) is strictly concave at P. Furthermore, Cp ( ro) -

CMl (I ro) > c since Cp (Dro) = Cc (V o) + P but CM ((po) <Ck(1 (,Dro) + P.

Thus A/1 = 4y, satisfies (A2).

2. P = 0. Let .A 1 - qFro 0 <Ddph where 1Ddph is the unital extension of the qubit
77 77

dephasing channel.

Since dCp (V0 ) /dPIO,< 1, choose 17 > 0 small such that dCp ()dph) /dFl>

dCp (IDro) /dPIO+. This is possible, as Cp (4Ddph) -p (Xpdph) and dCp (Xidph) /dP 1_-

1 as 7 -+ 0. This ensures that when 0 < P K 1,

CP (K') = CC (4y) + CP (Ddph) (4.49)

where we've also used Lemma 76.

For Idph, it can be shown that Cp (<Ddph) is strictly concave in P when 1 < 1/2

(see Section 3.3). Hence Cp (K') is also strictly concave with respect to P, for

o < P K 1. Also, when P <,

Cp (K') > Cc (D ) + CC (<bph

> CP< ( ) + CC (<bdph) + P ) OM (Kl)
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Here the first inequality comes from Eq. (4.49) and Cp (<Ddph) >

when P > 0. The second inequality comes from our assumption P <

(4.47). The last inequality comes from Eq. (4.48).

This ensures that Cp (K') is non-additive. Thus when 0 < P <

Cp (K') is strictly concave and non-additive, satisfying (A2).

For K 0 , as long as it is a unital extension of a classical channel

Cc (K), it will automatically satisfy property (A3).

with Cc (K0 ) =

4.3.5 B: Additive C and Q, Superadditive CE

In Section 4.3.4, I constructed a channel K with an additive classical capacity, but a

non-additive CE trade-off capacity region. It's unclear if my construction K has an

additive quantum capacity. To extend the argument, I need to make some modifica-

tions to the original construction.

In addition to properties (A1)-(A3), the channels K0 and K' need to satisfy

(BI) CQ (Ko) > CQ (K 1).

This ensures that the quantum capacity of K is also additive:

CQ (Kr) L" max {CQ (K0 ) ,CQ (K')}

CQ (Ar) U C(1 (A10)
(B1)(U) m ) (K) , CF (K) } CM (K).

I take the channels Ko and K1 that were constructed in Sec 4.3.4, and compare

their quantum capacities. Since CQ (K0 ) 0, I can only have CQ (K0 ) < CQ (K'). If

CQ (o) =CQ (A),

then (B1) is automatically satisfied. Hence I will focus on the case where

CQ (KO) < CQ (Kll) .
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In this case, I call these two channels 0 and 01 respectively. I will construct two

new channels .A0 and Vf that satisfy properties (A1)-(A3) and (B1).

I will use the qubit dephasing channel and 1 -+ N cloning channel. To make the

argument work, I will modify them in the following manner.

For the 1 - N cloning channel 14N, I always tensor an appropriate classical

channel, such that the resulting channel has its classical capacity equal to 1, and the

output dimension is the same as the input dimension. I denote the resulting channel

SN

For the dephasing channel, I will tensor a complete depolarizing channel, so that

its input and output dimensions match those of 4 1 N. Since tensoring a complete depo-

larizing channel does not modify the dynamic capacity region of the qubit dephasing

channel, I will continue using qJ1dph to denote it.

Based on results in Ref. [10], I can obtain the trade-off capacities of the qubit

dephasing channel Tdph and modified 1 -+ N cloning channel XpN. I observe that for

0.2 and N = 15, their trade-off capacities satisfy the following properties (see

Fig. 4-1)

CQ ( 4 idph) > CQ (pN)

and

CCE (p4 ph) 9 CCE (TN) (4.50)

in the sense that 4 N achieves a strictly better classical communication rate than Tdp

if there is any non-zero amount of entanglement assistance. In the Cp notation, it

means C (Xdph) <0C (XpN) for all P> 0.

Since unital extensions do not change the CE and CQ trade-off capacity regions

of these two channels (Theorem 77), the above properties hold if I replace 4f dph and

4 1 N by their unital extensions qdph and 4D' respectively.

Since

CQ ((Adp) > CQ (IN)
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Figure 4-1: Comparison of trade-off curves between qubit dephasing
modified 1 -÷ N cloning channel QN, when r7 = 0.2 and N = 15.
(b) CE trade-off.

let n be large enough so that

nCQ (pdph) + CQ (00) nCQ (DN) + CQ (01)

Define

K' (,dph) ,0

S(<bN) on ,1

and

channel Qdph and
(a) CQ trade-off.

My choice of n ensures that

CQ ( 0) > CQ (K).

I also need to ensure my newly constructed KO and K 1 still satisfy properties

(A1)-(A3).

As

Cc (dph) C C(N) _

and

CC (p 0) = CC (01),
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I immediately have

Cc (N') = Cc (All)

and property (Al) is satisfied.

The CE trade-off curve of J1-+N is strictly concave for N 7 1 [10], hence property

(A2) is also satisfied for .AJ.

Property (A3) is satisfied due to Eq. (4.50).

4.3.6 C: Additive Q, Superadditive CQ

I require K 0 and V1 to have the following properties:

(CI) CQ (A 0 ) > CQ (K') .

(C2) Cc (K') > C() (K').

(C3) Cc (K 1 ) > Cc (KO)

These properties (C1)-(C3) will allow me to show that (i) CQ (K)

(ii) CcQ (K) ; Cl (K).

CS (K); and

Statement (i) follows from property (Cl) and (U) that KO has an additive quantum

capacity:

CQ(K) Le ,() max {CQ (K0) , CQ (A)}

CI ) CS(1 )
(C1)(U) max {C) (K0 ) , (K')} Len73 ) (K)

Properties (C2) and (C3) together ensure

Cc () Lem.73,(U) max {CC (AO) , CC (AI}M) CC (AI)
(C2),(C3) maX {CS) (K0 ) Cg) (I) } Leni73 ) (K),

i.e., the classical capacity of K is superadditive; hence statement (ii) follows.

Next I construct K 0 and K' that satisfy the above properties.
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Let Tro be a random orthogonal channel, such that its unital extension has a

superadditive classical capacity. For convenience, I also assume Pro has the in-

put dimension N = 2n. Choose r7 for the qubit dephasing channel scph such that

CQ (V) + CQ (P~dph) = m for some integer m.

Define

p1 = 4ro <b)dph

where Vo is a unital extension of Vo and iDdph is a unital extension of pdph JJ 1 has

the property that its quantum capacity is CQ (K1 ) = m, whereas its classical capacity

is superadditive, and greater than m.

Define

=(<I)® (<dp O n ,lm

where Ib- is a unital extension of the qubit noiseless channel, and Oij' is a unital

extension of the qubit completely depolarizing channel.

I note that the qubit noiseless channel is a special instance of a qubit dephasing

channel. Its classical and quantum capacity are both 1, and this remain unchanged

under a unital extension (following Theorem 77). For the qubit completely depolariz-

ing channel, it always outputs a maximally mixed state, and this remain unchanged

under a unital extension. Thus <I"d has zero classical and quantum capacity.

As a result, AM has its classical and quantum capacity as Cc (K 0 ) = CQ (K0 ) m,

thus fulfiling the properties (Cl) and (C3) above.

4.3.7 D: Additive C and Q, Superadditive CQ

I require K 0 and K' to satisfy the following properties:

(Dl) Cc (Ko) = Cc (K') and CQ (KO) = CQ (K 1).

(D2) K' has a non-additive CQ trade-off capacity region, meaning

CCQ (A"') C" (A) .
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CcQ (K 1) is strictly concave and non-additive at a boundary point with classical

communication rate C.

(D3) CCQ (K1 ) 2 CcQ (K0 ) and the CQ trade-off capacity region of K 1 is strictly

larger than that of K 0 when classical communication rate is at C.

With these properties, I can show that (i) Cc (K) = C") (K); (ii) CQ (K)

C ) (K); and (iii) CcQ (K) D C~l) (K).

I'll focus on the CQ trade-off curve. Same as in Section 4.3.4, I use a simplified

notation Qc (K) when I view Q (K) as a function of C (K). In the 1-shot scenario,

it is denoted by Q1) (K). I'll show there exists C $ 0 such that Q0 (K) > Q1 (K).

In the Qc notation, property (D2) means at C =C, Qoc (K 1) > Q1) (K 1) and

Qc (K 1) is strictly concave in C at C = C. Property (D3) implies that Qc (K 1) >

Qc (Ko) at C = C.

Properties (DI) and (U) ensure that

CC(K) Lem 3,(U) max {CC (K 0 ) , Cc (K1 )}

CDI ( ) CSl) (ANl)=C 0 (KA() c1 ()
(D1),(U) (1i0 (1 ~1 ILern.73 (K

( (max () (A(O) , Cl) (Ar) L 73 ) (j)

and similarly

CQ (M) Lem-3,(U) max {CQ (K 0 ) , CQ (Kl)}

(D1)U (() r~~y (1) ,A1~Lm7 K- Cm ({Q) L )Q ( yv)

(1()max I(S) (Afo) ,CSl) (A") Le (13 ) (N),

i.e., K has an additive classical and quantum capacity.

By properties (D3) and (U), I have

CcQ(K) Lem.3,(U) Conv (CcQ (K/) U CcQ (K 1))
(D3),(U) CCQ (K1). (4.51)
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Since

Cgi (K) Lemr3,(U) Conv ccQ (N )uC (K1)),

there exists CO, C1 and p E [0, 1] such that pCo + (1 - p)C= and

Q() (K) = pQco (K0 ) + (1 - p)QM (KW) (4.52)

Now consider three different cases.

1. p = 0. I have

Q(1 (A() Eq.(4.52) ) ( 2)< ( ) Eq. (.5 1)Q(1)(Ar) <Qo A")Qo (K).

2. 0 <p < 1.

Q22(K) Eq.(4.52) pQ ((1
(D3)
< pQco (Kl) + (1 -p)Qcl (Kl)

(D2) Eq. (4.51)

Here the second inequality follows from the strict concavity part of property

(D2).

3. p = 1. Then

Q (K) Eq. (4.52) (K0 ) (K') Eq. (4.51) ()

Hence statement (iii) follows.

Now I explicitly construct KO and K 1 .

Choose p such that the qubit depolarizing channel jdPo is known to have a non-

additive quantum capacity. Consider its unital extension . Note that the gradient

dQc (pdTPo) /dC of the CQ trade-off curve cannot always stay at 0 for the choice of

4 1 dpo with a positive quantum capacity. It means there exists 0 < 0 < Cc (1 Dpo)
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such that

dQc (JDdpo) /dC = 0, VO < C < C- (4.53)

and

dQc (5dpo) /dC < 0, VO+ < C < CC ( Po).

1. C > 0. In this case, I know Qc ((IPo) is strictly concave at C. Also

Q0 (4)dpo) -0(Dp)>QM(Dp)>Q

Here the equality follows from Eq. (4.53). The first inequality follows because

4 1 dpo has a superadditive quantum capacity, as both CQ and C( remain un-

changed after a unital extension, and QC reduces to the quantum capacity at

C = 0. The second inequality follows as the rate of quantum communication

along the CQ trade-off curve must not exceed the quantum capacity.

Choose the noise parameter rj for the qubit dephasing channel 11dph appropri-

ately such that

CQ (qjdph) = Q(po)

Define

Jif = Ddpo & (dph

It's clear that N1 is a unitally extended channel of q 0 pdph and has

CQ (flI) = CQ (I 0 qjdph) = 1. The CQ trade-off curve is strictly concave

and superadditive at C C. The corresponding Vo is

gO = _T & ,p

Z. e., a noiseless channel tensor a complete qubit depolarizing channel. Afo is a

unital extension of TO.
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2. C = 0. Choose m1 close to 1/2 such that

dQc (4A7h)
dC CcIh)

dQC (bdpo)

dC

1'- (dph g 4dpo ® 4dph
711 P '172

where 772 is chosen such that

CQ (K'-) = C (q1 ph ® qpdpo 0 pdPh)

CQ (qjdph) + CQ (pdpo) + CQ (Xh) _

By our choice of r71, QC (4Idph 0 Ddpo) is strictly concave in C for 0 < C < 1.

Qc ((Ddph) is also strictly concave in C. Thus Qc (N1) is strictly concave in C,

for 0 < C < 1.

In this case, the corresponding TO is

41 0 _1 dpo)®2

Z. e., a noiseless channel tensor two copies of the complete qubit depolarizing

channel. K0 is a unital extension of T.

4.3.8 E: Additive CE, Superadditive Q and CQE

Here I construct a channel that has an additive CE trade-off capacity region, but a

superadditive quantum capacity, hence a superadditive quantum dynamic capacity

region.

Let To be a classical channel and T1 be the depolarizing channel Xpdpo. p is chosen

such that TIpo has a superadditive quantum capacity. Also, I require

c (TO) > CE (
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Now consider the switch channel M, consisting of .A 0 and P11 , which are unital

extensions of T0 and 1. It can be easily shown that unital extension does not change

the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of the qubit depolarizing channel. Thus

Eq. (4.54) implies

CCE (KO) 2 CCE (A") 2 C jj, (K 1 ) (4.55)

Hence

CCE(P) Lem3,(U) Conv (CCE (N') u CCE(11))

Eq. (454) -CE 0) _ CE1( G

Eq.(4.54) Conv (CCE (Po) u C1 (A'1))
Lem.73,(U) C1) (P1), (4.56)

. e., its CE trade-off capacity region is additive.

Since CQ (P10 ) = 0, it is clear that the quantum capacity of M is the same as that

of P11 , which is non-additive.

Note that P1 is a unitally extended channel. This fact will be implicitly used in

Section 4.3.9.

4.3.9 F: Additive CE and Q, Superadditive CQE

Previously in Section 4.3.7, I give an example of a channel with an additive classical

and quantum capacity, but whose CQ trade-off capacity region is non-additive. It

is unclear if the channel has an additive CE trade-off capacity region, because the

CE trade-off capacity region of the depolarizing channel has not been shown to be

additive. This is itself an interesting question but I'll not explore it here.

I replace Xpdpo in the original argument of Section 4.3.7 by the channel constructed

in Section 4.3.8. It's clear that the rest of the argument is not changed and P still

has a non-additive CQ trade-off capacity region.

Now both P10 and K 1 have an additive CE trade-off capacity region. It's clear
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that

Lem.73,(U) (CE('
CcE (L,) Conv(CE (A) U CcE
Eq.(4.56),(U) Cn( (K 0) u C() (KA)) Le 7 3 CM(K),

i.e., the CE trade-off capacity region of K is additive.

4.3.10 G: Additive CQ, Superadditive CQE (Conjecture)

My construction in Section 4.3.4 has a superadditive CE trade-off capacity region.

But most likely its CQ trade-off capacity region is also non-additive. This is because

in Section 4.3.4, K0 is the unital extension of a classical channel, and its CQ trade-off

capacity region is trivial. Hence the CQ trade-off capacity region of K is given by

that of K 1 , which is most likely non-additive as well.

To achieve an additive CQ trade-off capacity region, I have to substitute K0 with

a channel that has a non-trivial CQ trade-off capacity region.

Recall that my construction in Section 4.3.4 requires KO and K 1 to have properties

(A1)-(A3).

These three properties ensure that K will have a non-additive CE trade-off ca-

pacity region, while its classical capacity is still additive.

In extending to a channel with an additive CQ trade-off capacity region, the

additional properties I need are

(G1) CcQ (Ko) ; CcQ (K 1).

Property (Gi) and (U) ensure the CQ trade-off capacity region of K is additive,

as

CCQ (K) Lem 3,(U) Conv (CCQ (K 0 ) U CcQ (K1 ))

CCQ (K 0 ) (ii) c1 (K0 )

Conv (CQ (K 0 ) u C) (Kl))

LenL73
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Unfortunately, I cannot find quantum channels K 0 and K 1 that satisfy all the

properties. Hence I do not have an explicit construction in this case. This is because

there are very few channels whose dynamic capacity regions are understood fully.

This leaves me with a limited choice of candidates for A'. However, in principle

there is no obstacle and the construction will be readily available once there is a

better understanding of quantum channels.

4.4 An Additive Formula for the Classical Capac-

ity Assisted by Noisy Entanglement

I also obtain an additive formula for the classical capacity assisted by resources such

as noisy entanglement.

4.4.1 Superadditivity of Entropy Gain

Here I define entropy gain, and prove a series of superadditivity results for entropy

gain first.

Definition 79 (Entropy Gain) The entropy gain Eg [1] of a quantum channel K

on state p is defined by

Em (p) :=S (A' ( p)) - S (p). (4.57)

First I will derive a data processing inequality for Conditional Mutual Information.

Theorem 80 (Data Processing Inequality for Conditional Mutual Information)

Let PABO C D(7-A 0 HB 0 hC), and KA_+A', MB-+B' be quantum channels. Set

CA'B'C = KA_+A' 0 MB-+B'(PABC). Then there is the following data processing in-

equality

I (A ; B|IC), ;> I (A'; B' C ),. (4.58)

Proof. Firstly observe that I(A; BIC)p = I(AC; B)p - I(B; C),. Define an interme-

diate state

TAIBC = A+A' (PABC) (4.59)
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Thus

7AIBIC = MB-+B' (TA'Bc) -

Applying the data processing inequality to I(AC; B), first, I obtain

I( AC ; B)p > I(A'C ; B)'.

Since I(B; C), = I(B; C),, I obtain

(4.62)

Similarly, I can obtain

I(A'; BIC), > I (A'; B'IC),

I(A; B|C), > I(A'; B'IC),.

Theorem 81 (Superadditivity of Entropy Gain I) Given PA1A2 E D (7 AI 0 ]-A2)

and two quantum channels N]PnB1 and NA24B2. The entropy gain is superadditive,

i.e.,

EgloN2 (pA1A2) > Egi (PA) + EAP (PA) (4.65)

with equality achieved when PA1A2 PA 1 ( PA2.

Proof. Let oaB2 = 1 oAJ24B2 (pa1A2). I have the data processing inequality

I(A'; A2), > I(B'; B2 ),. (4.66)

Since I(Al; A2), = S(Al) ,+ S(A2), - S(A'A 2 ), I can rearrange Eqn. (4.66) to get

S(B 1B 2 ), - S(A1 A 2)p > S(Bl), - S(A1 , + S(B2 ), - S( 2)P, (4.67)
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i. e.,

Eglog2 (PA1A2) > Egi (PA') + Egi (PA'). (4.68)

It's obvious that when PA1A2 is a product state, equality is achieved. E

Theorem 82 (Superadditivity of entropy gain II.) Given PA1A2R C D (A1 0 A2 0 7 1R)

and two quantum channels Al-+B1 A-and +B2- The entropy gain is superadditive,

EgloN2 (PA1A2R) > Egi (PA1R) + EAP (PA1R). (4.69)

Proof. Let OB1B2R - 0A1_,Bi HA2-+B2 (PA1A2R). I have the data processing in-

equality

IT(Al; A 2 R)p ;> IT(Bl; B 2 R),. (4.70)

Since I(A1 ; A 2I R)p = S(A 1R)p + S( A2 R)p-S(A 1 A2 R)p- S(R)p and S(R), = S(R),,

I can rearrange Eqn. (4.70) to get

S(B1 B2 R), - S(A 1 A 2 R), > S(BR), - S(A1 R), + S(B2 R), - S(A 2 R),, (4.71)

i.e.,

Erl®o2 (pA1A2R) ;> Eg1 (PAiR) + Eg1 (PA'R). .(472)

4.4.2 Setup

In the most general formalism, Alice sends an optimized ensemble of (possibly mixed)

states piE to Bob, with signal S through the channel XPS-B and an ancilla E pre-

shared through the identity channel I. Each PSE is obtained by encoding on S from

a certain state PSE. Moreover, the resource is constrained by the correlation between

S and a "witness" W-a purification of (S, E).

In the resource distribution step, W is made inaccessible to both Alice and Bob.

Instead of explicitly quantifying the available resource (between S, E) as in Ref. [831, I
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describe the resource implicitly by quantifying the correlation between S and W-the

unavailable resource-by K > 1 inequalities

Qk (S, W), Yk, k E [1, K] (4.73)

on psw, where each Qk (,) is a function on bipartite states. I denote Eqn. (4.73)

by Q (S, W), y. While Ref. [5, 83] only considered pure state entanglement,

the form of resources in my case can be arbitrary by choosing different Qk (,), e.g.,

noisy entanglement, cross correlation [48, 100, 91] or quantum discord [63]. However,

entanglement measures are more meaningful to consider because: (1) they respect

the unitary equivalence of the purification W; (2) constraints on the entanglement

between S and W leads to constraints on the entanglement between S and E-a

property known as monogamy [14, 64, 37, 48].

Here I give an example of Eqn. (4.73)-the mutual information I (S; W), > y,

y E [0, 2 log d] for ISI = d. When y = 2 log d, psw is pure and maximally entangled,

thus E and S are uncorrelated. Since entanglement across multiple channel uses is also

excluded here, the additivity of my capacity does not contradict the non-additivity

of Cc. When y = 0, the optimum has W and S in a product state and PSE pure

as in Ref. [83]. This gives the case of Ref. [5]. For intermediate values of y, PSE is

mixed and signals across multiple channel uses can be entangled, thus the additivity

of our capacity is non-trivial. This example illustrates the desired property of function

Qk (,)-the correlation between S, W increases when Qk (, ) increases, with the two

end points corresponding to psw maximally entangled and product state respectively.

In the encoding step, Alice performs a quantum operation E.f with probability

Px (x) on S to encode a message x, resulting in S' as the input to T. In multiple

channel uses, the encoding is a set of classically correlated separate operations-local

operations and classical communication (LOCC) [61]. ps is constrained to be in

D (Rs), and the encoding is constrained to be in a certain set, i.e., (px(-), e.) C

G. Upon receiving T's output B, Bob makes a joint measurement on B and E to

5 Because Alice has all the information of her state, measurement is not necessary, thus it's
adequate to consider CPTP maps, i.e., quantum channels
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determine x.

4.4.3 Capacity Formula

The capacity with the above scenario is given as follows.

Theorem 83 (Classical Capacity with Limited Resources and LOCC Encoding)

With resources constrained by V { (px (-), e.) E G, ps E D (7s) , Q (S, W), > y

suppose G allows arbitrary phase flips, the classical capacity of the quantum channel

'his

XL (T) = max S pX (x) I a oE (Ps) - px(x)E(poF)O: (Psw), (4.74)

where (IF o Ex)' is the complementary quantum operation to T o Ex. and the maxi-

mization is over the encoding (px (.), E.) and psw. Eqn. (4.74) is additive when the

constraint has a separable form on each channel use and the encoding is LOCC.

I want to make two clarifications about the theorem. First, a schematic of gDE is

given in Fig. 4-2. The encoding operation Ex is isometrically extended to a unitary

operation Ux on S and an environment C in the vacuum state, resulting in S' in state

ex (ps) and C'. S' is sent to Bob through T, whose isometric extension is a unitary

operation Uq, on S' and an environment N in the vacuum state, producing B for Bob

and an environment N'. (T o ex)c is defined to be the quantum channel from Ps to

Px' ', given Ex.

Second, by a separable form of constraints on each channel use, I mean constraints

expressed by a set of inequalities, each involving states only in a single channel use

(see Eqn. (4.76)).

I have given our main result (Theorem 83) in a single channel use scenario. In

order to prove additivity, I need to consider multiple channel uses (Fig. 4-3). Be-

fore that, I make a few more comments. First, for generalized covariant channels,

including covariant [39] channels and Weyl-covariant [18] channels, Eqn. (4.74) can

be simplified. More details are given in corollary 84.
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Figure 4-3: Schematic of M channel uses.
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Next, I discuss the relationships with other capacities. If G allows arbitrary

encoding, one can choose to replace the original signal state with an optimal set of

pure states, which guarantees that CL > - With all encoding operations unitary,

I obtain another lower bound, denoted by Cf. When Yk's are maximum, CL

when Yk's are minimum, CL = CE. Note when arbitrary phase flips are not allowed,

the RHS of Eqn. (4.74) upper bounds CL, and it is still additive while CL might not

be. I also point out that Ref. [83] and my result are different in the sense that neither

of them can be reduced to the other. If E,'s are not unitary, then the environment

C' is never sent to Bob. This is different from Ref. [83], where all purification of the

signal is sent to Bob. If I restrict E,'s to be unitary, the input states in Ref. [83] do

not need to be related by unitary operations, different from my scenario.

Now I extend the single channel use scenario to M > 2 channel uses in a non-

trivial way that allows an additive classical capacity (Fig. 4-3). I keep the same

notation for all the modes except for adding a subscript to index the channel use. For

convenience, I introduce the short notation S = { Sm : m E [1, M] } for input signals,

with its states ps E D ('H'M), and also W for arbitrary inaccessible witness and E

for arbitrary ancilla. Then the initial state PSEW is pure.

The allowed encoding operations in M channel uses are LOCC, i.e., they can be

classically correlated, satisfying some joint distribution px (), where X (X1 ,- , XM)

denotes the symbols in M channel uses. Conditioned on the message x (xl,- , XM),

the encoding operation is Ex = i (9_ xm. Again the operation Ex can be extended

as an isometry OfiUxm, which takes in the signals S and the environment C

{ Cm m E [1, M]} in the vacuum state and produces the encoded signals S'

{ S' m E [1, M] } and environment C' ={ C' : m E [1, M] }. Each encoding op-

eration Exm with its own marginal distribution PX. (.) is still constrained to be inside

the same set G.

After the encoding step, each S' is sent through T separately. The isometric

extension of T®" takes S' and an environment N = { N, : m e [1, M] } in the vacuum

state as inputs and outputs B = {Bm : m E [1, M] } for Bob and the environment

N' = { N' : m E [1, M] }. Bob decodes the message by joint measurements on (B, E),
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where the pre-shared ancilla E provides resources quantified by the constraint

(4.75)

One can also consider M witnesses W ={ Wm : m C [1, M] }, with constraints on

each signal-witness pair,

Q (Sm, Wm) ;> y, m E [1, M]. (4.76)

Note that both constraints have a separable form on each channel use, allow entan-

glement between Sm's across channel uses when y is not maximum and give the same

additive capacity formula in Theorem 83.

Proof of Theorem 83. With the M-channel-use scenario established, I now prove

Theorem 83. The one-shot classical capacity of the product channel IQ 0I for (S', E)

is given by the constrained version of the HSW theorem

XL 1 (IF) = max
V

S (aBE) - E PX () S (cfBE)
a;

where the maximization is over the encoding (px (-), E.) and the source psw con-

strained by V, and OBE = (4' 0 ex) 0 -(PSE), with UBE ZPX(X)BoE. Be-

cause PSEW is pure, S (PE) S (PSw). It also follows that aBEWN'C is pure. Thus

S (1E) - 'C'W). Using the sub-additivity of von Neumann entropy on S (PBE)

and combining the above equalities,

XL (T) < XUB (4) := max S (9B) - EX(x) (S (jN'C'w) - S (Psw))}

Noticing that (4 o Ex)C maps S to N'C', Eqn. (4.78) can be expressed as X2B ( _)

maxv F (psw, 4, (px (-) , E.)), where

F (psw, 4', (px (.) , F.)) := S (UB) - Z PX (x) E(poEx)c0T (Psw)-
a;
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It's subadditive since Eg is superadditive (Theorem 81).

Now I switch to the M channel uses scenario to prove additivity. If I adopt con-

straint (4.76), the overall constraint V(M) is in a separable form of {Vm, m E [1, M]},

where Vm := {(PXm (-) , E.) E G, psm c D (Ws) , Q (Sm, Wm) > y}. This separable

form and the LOCC encoding allows the upper bound (proven in Sec 4.4.4 to be

additive)

XB (TOM) < 1 max F (psmm, F, (Pxm (-) , i.)), (4.80)

which can be achieved by block encoding [83] (Sec 4.4.5), leading to Eqn. (4.74) since

OUB = E Px (X) IO Ex (pS). N

4.4.4 Additivity of the Upper Bound

Here I want to show that the upper bound is additive. For now I consider the bipartite

constraint (4.76) in the main paper, thus the constraints are

V(M) ={ Vmm E [1, M]} , (4.81)

where

Vm ={xPx (.), E.) E G, psm GE (71s) , Q (Sm, W), > y} (4.82)

is the constraint on mth channel use. Note that here I only put constraint on the

marginal distribution of the encoding in each channel use. In general, I allow the

encoding between different channel uses to be arbitrary LOCC, i.e., they can be

classically correlated, satisfying some joint distribution PB (-). Conditioning on the

message x =.(i,-. , xM), the encoding operation is a tensor product of operations

&M=-IExm I write the upper bound for Holevo information for M channel uses with

LOCC encoding as

XUB ( 4 M) { S(JB) - 5px (x) Em ,Oy)c®I (Psw)}. (4.83)
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First, from subadditivitry of the von-Neumann entropy I have

M

S (JB) < ZS (OaB.) (4.84)
m=1

with equality when O-B is in a product state. By Eqn. (4.65) in Theorem 81, I obtain

M

EOM(JOe)C®I (Psw) ;> (Ioe )C®I (Psmw), (4.85)
M=1

with equality when (Sm, Wm)'s are conditionally in a product state for different

m. Combining Eqn. (4.84) and Eqn. (4.85) and consider the marginal probability

PXm (Xm) = Exm px (x), I have an upper bound for Eqn. (4.83) as follows

M

XB (XpM) < max F (psmwm,, , (Pxm () ,&.)), (4.86)
V(M) _=_

where F is defined in Eqn. (4.79). Due to the special form of the constraints V(M),

which can be written as identical separate constraints on each term involved in the

above summation, I obtain the upper bound as separate maximization on each channel

use:
M

X L M) 1r max F (smwm, T, (Pxm (-) ,e.)). (4.87)
m=1 m

The maximum can be achieved when Sm's are in a product state with each other and

are conditionally independent given W. Note that this maximum has M terms, each

term with identical constraint and expression with Eqn. (4.79) in the main paper,

consequently I have XYB ( 4 5 M) < MXUB (qI). While I must have XB (M

MXYB (XI), which is given by independent use as a lower bound. Consequently I

obtain the additivity of the upper bound for Eqn. (4.79) given the constraints V and

the M-channel-use constraints V(M).
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4.4.5 Achievability of the Upper Bound

The constrained capacity XL (T) and the upper bound XUB (4') in Eqn. (4.78) are

equal when the the unconditional state with optimum encoding and initial state

choice satisfies the separability condition PBE = PB 0 PE-

A special case where this is trivially satisfied is when there is no entanglement

assistance. In that case, there is no ancilla E and thus separability holds.

In general, the way to satisfy separability asymptotically is by the disentangling

random phase flip encoding. After the encoding operation, (S', E, W, C') is pure. S'

and (E, W, C') can then be disentangled by performing the extra encoding in Ref. [5]

and Ref. [83], thus S' and E are also in a product state after the disentangling. The

formal proof is by block encoding [83].

Suppose the maximization X B (1p) in Eqn. (4.78) is achieved when the condi-

tional states are p', = E, (ps), each with probability px (x) and the joint state of

(S', E, W, C') is IPX)S'EWC'. Then I can always create a block encoding by adding

additional phase flips, which do not change X B (4') in Eqn. (4.78) but make sure

that XL (4) XB (T) asymptotically. The block encoding is the same as the one

used in Ref. [83].

Let's consider n (n >> 1) states {pi,. -, p4} sampled from the possible states

ps's, each with probability px (x). There are na = npx (x) of px states. For the

state px,, let |vY)s,'s be its eigenstates and Aay's the corresponding eigenvalues, i.e.,

pd= Ax va,) (va,~s,, where d is the dimension of S'. (For continuous vari-

able (CV) system, a proper cutoff of dimension will work.) Then the joint state of

(S', E, W, C') is given by Ipx)S'EWC' = 1 a v ' VXEWC'. Besides the en-

coding operations E. which Alice already implemented to obtain the px's, Alice applies

a random phase flip by a local unitary operation

d

Fxy =)P (-1 J)VXY) (Vxvls, , (4.88)
y=1

where f (p, y) = 0, 1 arranges the different sign choices for each eigenvector and
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p E [1, 2 d-1] is an index determining which of the 2 d-1 phase changes is performed.

I also consider the permutation of all n states so that the states I encode with are

symmetric. Consequently I want to use the n!2n(d-1) states of (S', E)'s to encode my

message. The state of each input after the quantum channel IF can be written as

~(n) = (&n Trw F (p~')( & a~ (4.89)
alp a=1 Fa (a)p, (a) (a)) (Pa(a) CS E J Wa ',

The state is indexed by a and p: a is one of the n! permutations and a(a) gives the

index after the permutation at the location a; p is a vector of length n, with each

component pm E [1, 2 d-1] , m E [1, n] denoting the choice of the phase flips. Here I

have abused the notation and denoted F (p) := FpFt. The trace is over WaC' such

that the state is in D (7 -BaEa)-

I calculate the Holevo information of sending each a (n with equal probability

l/n!2n(d-1),

S n!2n(d-1) J !2- ) S (oalp) (4.90)
alp p ,

The second term is simply n times the original one in a single channel use, because

F p does not change the reduced density matrix p',, thus commute with T and the

entropy of a product state is the sum of each reduced density matrix, i. e.,

S (0 (n)

=S (® irrwaca {4 0 FQ(a)p(,,) (Pa(a)) (Pa(a)ISEawaCl}
n

= S (Trwac, {IF o F(a),,() (jPa(a)) (Pa(a) S EaWaCai)
a=1

n

= S (TrwaC,, T (|Pata)) ( Pata)|S' aa

a=1

= n S (Trwc' I{I (Ip) (pS'EWC')

=n 5px(x)S (UxE)
x

-n YPX W)S (UNX, 0 W). (4.91)
X
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Here I have used the fact that Fr(a)P() is unitary and doesn't change the von Neu-

mann entropy. In the second last equality I have used n. = np (x), which is true

asymptotically. In the last equality, I have used S (OBTE) = S (OIV'/C'W) because

-3EN'C'W is pure. Then the second term in Eqn. (4.90) is simply

n!2d-1 ( ) = n p (x) S (av/C/w). (4.92)

For the first term, first I need to use the same argument as in Ref. [83] to sum over

the phase flips,

2 n(d-1)
p

2 n(d-1) a=1 raaa
Pa(a)

= A(a)y)' ("V(a)y) (Va(a)yI') ( TrWC ~ Va(a)y) (VE(a)y EWC' a

Y

Now I need to further sum over the permutation. Since n is large, by understanding

the eigenvalue as a probability, and introducing another classical variable to denote

which of eigenvalue (the same argument as Eqn. (8) in Ref. [83]), asymptotically I

have

=S 1 on"

=s a"1 I Aa(a)y'' (OVa(a)y) (Va(a)yIs')

+ ! a= 15 Aa(a)yTrwC' {Va(a)y) (Va(a)yIEWC}) (4.93)

Note that FY A-7(a)yTrWC' { IV(a)y) Ka(a)ylEWC'} = PE does not depend on the permu-

tation. So the second term above simply equals nS (PE) = nS (Psw). By Lemma 1 in

Ref. [83], the first term asymptotically equals nS (0), where CT is the average density

matrix of B after the quantum channel T, which is exactly E, px(X)T (pX) = UB.
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Thus asymptotically,

S 1 (4.94)

Combining the conditional term Eqn. (4.91) and the unconditional term Eqn. (4.94),

I conclude that the information per channel use equals XYB (XI) in Eqn. (4.78). Thus

I have proved that the upper bound is achievable.

4.4.6 Alternative upper bound

If I consider the alternative constraint (4.75) and define V0M) = {im, m E [1, M]},

where

Vm = (px. (-) , E.) E G, psm E D (Ws,) ) Q (SmW), > y)

is the constraint on mth channel use. By Eqn. (4.69) in Theorem 82, I obtain

M
E(&m 1yE:'7)c)®IE (Psw) > S: E(pe)c®I- (psmw)~

M=1

with equality when the Sm's are conditionally independent given W. Combining

Eqn. (4.84) and Eqn. (4.96), and consider the marginal probability Pxm (m) =

Z\xm_ px (x), I have an upper bound for Eqn. (4.83) as follows

M

xB (4iM) < max 5 F (Psmw, IF, (Pxm (-) ,
X(M) M=1

M

(4.97)< r max F (smw,
m=1 Vm

4.4.7 Capacity Formula for Generalized Covariant Channel

The generalized covariant channels defined in Definition 31 allow a simplification of

Theorem 83.

Corollary 84 With arbitrary input state and arbitrary encoding, and resources con-

strained by Q (SW), > y, the classical capacity of a generalized covariant channel
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TS'-nB is

XL (4') S (x(wS')) - min EToE)c®I (Psw) (4.98)
Q(SW)>y

It is additive when the constraint has a separable form on each channel use and the

encoding is LOCC.

Note that the encoding being considered is E plus unitaries in G (4'). Lower bounds

of XL (4) are obtained by choosing special e; if E= I (unitary encoding), (<D o E)c is

just 4' and I recover xf (4); if E maps D (Ws) to a pure state in Rs,, I recover Cf.

Note here I do not require phase flips to guarantee achievability.

To prove corollary 84, I first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 85 If JVA-B is a generalized covariant channel as defined in Definition 31,

then

S(Af(p)) < S(N(WA)) for any p c D (1A). (4.99)

Proof. For a generalized covariant channel M, consider the set C (K). For p E

D (WA), I have

S(K(A))

S E (UpUt)
UG(f)

> ~ S (A' (UpUt))

=S ( (p) .

Here in the second line, I have used the property of unitary 1-design, and the fact

that K is linear. In the third line, I have used the concavity of entropy. In the last

line, I have used the covariance group property to write K (UpUt) as VK (p) Vt, and

then used the fact that S (VK (p) Vt) = S (K (p)).

Now I can prove corollary 84.
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Figure 4-4: Covariant Channel

Proof of Corollary 84. First,

S (Es) = S ( Px(x)ex (PS) S S (' (rs')) (4.100)

due to Lemma 85, as 4' is generalized covariant. Consequently, Eqn. (4.74) is upper

bounded by Eqn. (4.98). Now I show Eqn. (4.98) is achieved by the 6*-unitary

encoding scheme, i. e., E* followed by Ux E GU (IQ) with equal probability (see Fig. 4-

4), where e* is defined as

E* = argminEE(,o6)cO (Psw). (4.101)

Because applying U E (4') with equal probability is equivalent to applying a fully

depolarizing channel, which disentangles the input from other parties, the first term

of Eqn. (4.77) equalsS(UB) + S (UE) and equality is obtained in Eqn. (4.78). So from

Eqn. (4.74), the capacity is given by

XL (4) = max F (psw, 4', (px(), 6.)), (4.102)
V

with F function in Eqn. (4.79) simplified, due to the equivalence of Fig. 4-4(a.1),(a.2),

to

F (psw, 4', (px(-), E.)) = S (UB) - E(wI.*)c®r (PSW) , (4.103)
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where

(PS) Ut) (7rs) . (4.104)

Eqn. (4.98) is achieved after maximizing over psw. m

For covariant channels, the connection between my scenario and superdense coding

on mixed states [79] can be understood in Fig. 3(a.2). Note that Eqn. (4.103) holds

even if E* is not optimal, even for CV systems. However, Corollary 84 only holds for

DV systems.

4.4.8 Capacity Formula for Quantum Erasure Channel

Recall that the d-dimensional quantum erasure channel (QEC) is the quantum channel

I (p) = (1 - ) p + C le) (el, (4.105)

where c is the probability of erasure from the original state to the "error" state.

As

T (UpUt) = U e Ie ((1 - E) p + le) (el) Ut e Ie,1 (4.106)

QEC is generalized-covariant. I allow arbitrary input, i.e., 'Ws is the one qudit Hilbert

space, and arbitrary encoding.

The classical capacity given by Eqn. (4.98) can also be written explicitly as

(schematic in Fig. 4-42)

XL (4)S (IF (I/d)) - min (S (UN'C'W ) - S (Psw))-e,psw
(4.107)

The first term can be straightforwardly calculated as S (4 (I/d)) = H2 (c) +

(1 - c) log d. Since UN'C'W -IcV 1 (pS'C'W), where Ic is the complementary channel

of QEC, which is a QEC with parameter 1 - e. So

S (uN'C'W )= H 2 (1 - c) + cS (ps'C'w) + (1 - ) S (Pc'w) . (4.108)
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Note H2 (1 - c) = H2 (c) and S (ps'c'w) = S (psw), Eqn. (4.107) equals

XL (T) = max (1 - c) (log d - (S (pc'w) - S (Psw)))
6,PSW

max (1 - ) (log 2 d - Eec:i (Psw)),
E,PSW

(4.109)

where the constraint is Q (SW)_ > y. However, since the maximization is over both

the input state and the quantum operation E for state preparation, it is in general

difficult to calculate the maximum.

I calculate the lower bound Xf (T) by taking E = I,

XIy (I) = max (1 -)(log2 d - S (pw) + S (Psw)).
Q(PSW) y

(4.110)

If I choose Q to be quantum mutual information, then under constraint Q (SW), > y,

Eqn. (4.110) is maximum when Q (psw) = y and Ps =7rs. (For any Q (SW), = y, I

can always choose the reduced density matrix to be ps =7rs with Bell-diagonal states

[7].) Finally, I have

Xf (T) = CE (1 - y/ (2log 2 d)) (4.111)

where CE= (1 - c) 210g 2 d is the entanglement-assisted classical capacity for QEC.

The other lower bound is C() = Cc = CE/2 [6].

Here I plot XE and C() in Fig. 4-5.

When y 0, since S and E can be fully entangled, XL XL = CE. I recover the

entanglement-assisted classical capacity.

When y = 2 log d, psw is maximally entangled thus ps 7Sr, XL

I= 0.

= C1) while

These two points are generic for all channels; when 0 < y < 2 log d, it is open

what e allows XL to exceed max{XI, C1) }. Numerical results of quantum depolarizing

channel (see Definition 26) suggest similar scaling behaviour with y.
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Figure 4-5: capacities for QEC

4.4.9 Quantum Depolarizing Channel

Recall that the d-dimensional quantum depolarizing channel is defined as

ID (p) = Awd + (1 - A)p. (4.112)

As I (UpUt) = UT (p) Ut, T is generalized covariant.

I consider arbitrary input and Q (SW), > y with Q the quantum mutual infor-

mation. The classical capacity XL given by Eqn. (4.98) is still difficult to obtain. So

I take e = I to obtain lower bound X' by

XL (4F) = max S(4' (rd)) - Epc(&- (psw). (4.113)
Q( sw),;>y

The first term can be calculated easily S(4 (7rd)) = log d. The second term

Eqc 1 (psw) = S (T 0 1 (psw)) - S (psw) (4.114)

needs to be minimized under Q (SW), > y. I will use the fact that Q (SW), is

invariant under local unitaries and channel 'C is covariant [18, 401.

Analytical result is difficult to obtain. Here I consider the case of d = 2 (i.e., qubit

deploarizing channel) and obtain some numerical results. Without loss of generality,
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in the maximization of Eqn. (4.113) I consider the reduced density matrices ps, pw

both diagonal. I can also apply local phase gate to choose the phase. As such, I can

express the generic density matrix in the bases of 100)sw, ,01)sw I1lO)sw 11)sw as

a c3e i cie-i3 r

c3e a P2 - a r2e i -c(e-i4
PSW=. (4.115)

ces# r2e " Pi - a -c 3e-t

r1  -cies# -cse 1 +a -pi -P 2

where 0, a, E [0, 27r), max{0, pi+P2 -1} < a < (P1, P2) < l and 1/2 rl, r2, c1 , c3 >

0. There are ten variables {0,ca,/C1,c 3 ,ri,r2,P1,P2,a}. I randomly select those

variables to generate random quantum states and calculate the quantum mutual

information q and F (-) function being maximized over in Eqn. (4.113). To calculate

F (.), I use the complementary channel 4c given in Ref. [50] and explicitly obtain the

output density matrix. The results are in Fig. 4-6. The maximum at each q fits well

with x*l- CE (1 - q/ (210g 2 d)), where CE = 2 + (1 - ) log (1 - ) + 1logA [8].

I do notice a minute deviation (but significant compared with numerical precision)

present in Fig. 4-6 from x*, which will be studied in the future.

I also compare with its classical capacity [8, 44]

Cc =1+ 1 - - log 2 1 - + A 10g2 A (4.116)
2 2 2 2

I see no states below Cc for q = 0. This means that entanglement always increases

the amount of information that can be conveyed.

4.4.10 Applications in Quantum Cryptography

I would like to emphasize the application of my results. My capacity formula provides

an additive upper bound for the general eavesdropper's coherent attack [69, 74, 30, 51]

information gain for various two-way quantum key distribution (TW-QKD) proto-

cols [100, 97, 3, 36, 31, 68, 96, 97, 90, 65, 66]. The constraint in Eqn. (4.73) appears

in security checking of TW-QKD protocols, where two parties verify properties of
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Figure 4-6: Qubit depolarizing channel. General random quantum state F () vs

quantum mutual information q, sample size 106.

their state psw to constrain the eavesdropper's benefit from (S, E) (details in corol-

lary 86).

Obtaining upper bounds for eavesdroppers in TW-QKD is more complicated than

for one-way protocols due to the simultaneous attack on both the forward and the

backward channels. Only special attacks [31, 68, 96, 90, 65, 66] or general attacks in

the absence of loss and noise [97, 3, 36] have been considered. Despite this difficulty,

a TW-QKD protocol called "Floodlight QKD" has recently been shown to have the

potential of reaching unprecedented secret key rate (SKR) [100, 97]. Consequently,

my upper bound is crucial for high-SKR QKD.

I apply Theorem 83 in TW-QKD protocols to bound the general eavesdropper

Eve's (coherent attack) information gain. Fig. 4-7 shows a general TW-QKD pro-

tocol [3]. First, party-1 prepares a pure signal-reference pair (R, W). Reference W

is kept by party-1 and a portion of it is used for security checking. Then the signal

R goes through the forward channel controlled by Eve to party-2. Eve performs a

unitary operation on R and the pure mode V, producing her ancilla E and S for

party-2. Note that in multiple channel uses, Eve's unitary operation can act on all
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Figure 4-7: Schematic of two-way QKD. The dotted circles highlight the three modes

in the resource distribution step.

signals jointly. Upon receiving S, party-2 uses a portion of the S for security checking

and encodes a secret key on the rest of S by a chosen scheme (px (E), i.). The security

checking by party-i and party-2 jointly measures some functions Q (SW), of the state

psw. Then the encoded signal goes through channel 4' in party-2 (e.g., device loss,

amplification), leading to the output mode B, which is sent back to party-i through

the backward channel controlled by Eve. Finally, party-i makes a measurement on

the received mode and reference W to obtain the secret key.

Corollary 86 In the TW-QKD protocol given above, the information gain per chan-

nel use of the eavesdropper's coherent attack is upper bounded by

XL (') = max F (psw, T, (px () ,c.)), (4.117)
Psw

where F (.) is defined in Eqn. (4. 79), and the mdximization is constrained by security

checking measurement result Q (SW ),= y and pw fixed.

Proof. To upper bound Eve's information gain, I give Eve all of B. This concession

to Eve will not substantially increase Eve's information gain in long distance QKD,

since the return fiber loss < 1 (e.g., - 0.01 at 100 kilometers), which means almost

all the light is leaked to Eve. Eve makes an optimal measurement on all (B, E) pairs

in multiple channel uses.
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In a single run of the QKD protocol, (S, E, W) is pure after Eve's unitary opera-

tion, the same as the scenario for Theorem 83. Here W is the witness-kept locally

by party-1 and inaccessible to Eve; E provides the resource as the pre-shared an-

cilla. The multiple QKD protocol runs also fit in our scenario. Moreover, party-1 and

party-2 perform security checking to obtain constraints in the form of Eqn. (4.73)

and Eqn. (4.76) on psw. Controlled by party-2, the encoding operations are always

LOCC. Eqn. (4.74) upper bounds the information gain per channel use of Eve's co-

herent attack. *

Special case: Gaussian protocol. - If party-2 chooses the Gaussian channel T

covariant with the unitary encoding, similar to Corollary 84, XL (T) in Corollary 86

has

F (psw, I, (px (),E.)) = S (B) - E4r 1 (Psw). (4.118)

For Gaussian protocols, the source (R, W) and the channel IF are Gaussian. The se-

curity checking functions are the mean photon number of S, and the cross-correlation

between S and W-both are functions of the covariance matrix Asw of Psw. As a

simplified form of Eqn. (4.79), Eqn. (4.118) is subadditive. Moreover, W is Gaussian

and passive symplectic transforms [91] over S preserve Eqn. 4.118 [100], so the Gaus-

sian extremality theorem [95] applies. With all constraints on Asw, Eqn. (4.118) is

maximum when Psw is Gaussian. Thus for Gaussian protocols, the collective Gaus-

sian attack is the most powerful.
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Chapter 5

Quantum Channels with Extremal

Classical Capacity

In this chapter, I tried to characterize quantum channels with extremal classical

capacity. This is a very simple problem in classical information theory. If the capacity

is zero, then the channel must be a constant channel. If the capacity is maximal,

assuming JXj = |Y|, then the channel is a permutation map (i.e., reversable).

For quantum channels, characterizing quantum channels with from their capacities

is a very interesting task. Firstly, there is the additivity problem.

Here I will introduce a notion called approximately k-forgetful, which is a measure

of how close the channel is to a constant channel. This was first defined in Ref. [34]
and shown to have relation to approximate error correction.

Definition 87 (k-forgetfulness) A channel KA-B is called k-forgetful (with pa-

rameter 6) if

|pN - R71(k) ; 6, (5.1)

where RAB is a constant channel, i. e.,

Rh(p)e=r 0 Vs sD(7aA), (5.2)

where -6 is some state i'n D (7 1(B) .
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When k = 1, this is called approximately forgetful. When k = JAI, this is called

completely forgetful. It's clear that, with the same parameter 6, the strength of

'forgetfulness' increases as k increases. This follows from the fact that

IIK - M11 k') < - M 11(k) (5.3)

if k' < k.

5.1 Quantum Channels with Maximal Classical Ca-

pacity

Theorem 88 A quantum channel KA-+B (with |AI =BI) has maximal classical

capacity if and only if it is isometrically equivalent to a generalized dephasing channel,

KA-B = UA+B O"-A->A, (5.4)

where U is a unitary channel and IF is a generalized dephasing channel.

Proof. : To show that M is isometrically equivalent to a generalized dephasing

channel, I can just show that there exists a noiseless classical channel HAA and a

unitary channel UAB such that

M o IT=U o 11. (5.5)

For convenience, I assume JAl = BI = d. I want to characterize KAB given

Cc (K) = log d.

Firstly, it is obvious that if Cl) (K) = log d, then Cc (K) = log d. However, Ref.

[11] showed that the opposite is also true, i. e. if Cc (K) = log d, then CSl) (K) = log d.

Thus, I can just characterize KA-B given C(1) (K) = log d.

By Theorem 56,

CS (K) = max I(X; B),, (5.6)
PXA
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with -XB = AoB PXA) and PXA is of the form

(5.7)pxA =Z(px |x)~ (x~x 0 $1
zx

and each Ox is pure.

Now consider PXA that achieves C(1, I have the following chain of inequlities

log d > I(X; A), > I(X; B), = log d. (5.8)

Here the first inequality follows from the definition of mutual information for cq states.

The second inequality is the data processing inequality of mutual information. The

equality is because I have chosen PXA that achieves the capacity. This means they

are all equalities.

Writing I(X; A) = S(A), - Exp(x)S($), it is obvious that PA = 7A. Similarly,

cB =B. Thus Ar is a unital channel.

Rewriting the mutual information in terms of relative entropy,

I(X; A),= D(PXA||PX 0 PA),

I(X; B) =D(UXBIIO-X 0 O-B),

(5.9)

(5.10)

I can now apply Theorem 47.

Since UXB = x 9 JAB (PXA), I(X; A), = I(X; B), if and only if

RPXPAIXOJA-+B o (IX 9 A-÷B) (PXA) = PXA. (5.11)

Writing R' pMX®KAB

UPX0PA,_t O PPx®PA,IX®KA*B X UXA/A-*B(pxOpA),t

= UPXPA, _t PX(PA,IX&KA-B X &
4
rx&aB,t,

(5.12)

(5.13)

and noting that Ul'4®B,t(OxB) = UXB because ox0 cxj commutes with UXB, Eqn.
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(5.11) becomes

UPXOPA,_t o'PPXOPxeNA+BXO'XB PXA- (5.14)

Here

PPX®PA,'XOAfA-B (c7xB) (5.15)

=(Px 0 pA) 1 (Ix 0 JVA-+B)t (5.16)

([0X 0B -12(XB) [X 0 B 1 2 ) (Px 0 PA) 1/2 (5.17)

=(Px 0 PA)1 B2 (Ix 0 VA-B X B (PX PA)1 2  (5.18)

= p(x) x) (xIx 0 (KA*B)t(Ux). (5.19)
xeX

Similarly, because Px 0 PA commutes with ZXEp(x) x) (xI(9 A-BRB),

UpX(PA,_t (p(x)Ix) (xIX 0 (A-+B)'(u) =E P(x)Ix) (xIsx (KA-+B)t(B)-
\xex xEX

Thus the requirement becomes

Art o i(x) = Ox V x E X. (5.20)

Moreover, K being unital means Kt is trace-preserving. Hence A't is also a unital

qudit channel.

It's also clear that, if Nt o J is a generalized dephasing channel, then K must be

isometrically equivalent to a generalized dephasing channel. If Kt o K is a dephasing

channel, this means there exists orthonormal basis {li)}_ 1 such that KtoK (Ii) (il)
Ii) (i1. Thus

Tr {A (li) (il)K (Ii) (jl)} = Tr {Ii) (il A t oK(lj) (iI)} (5.21)

=Tr {i) (il ij) (ill (5.22)

(5.23)
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in short,

Trf{f(i) (l)A (lj) (jl)} =, V i,j. (5.24)

Taking i = j, I obtain

Tr {K (Ii) (il)2} = 1. (5.25)

This quantity is actually the purity of quantum states, and equals 1 if and only if

K(Ii) (il) is a pure state. Thus I can write Iji) ('z/i = (Ii) (i) for some I'i) E RB-

Taking i # j, I obtain

Tr {1i) (Oil ||@) (4} = 0 if i j, (5.26)

i.e.,

("'I4i) = 0 if i # j. (5.27)

Since BI = d, this means { IV)}I1 form an orthonormal basis for NB.

Let UAB the unitary channel induced by the isometry E> l/i) (ij. Let H be the

noiseless classical channel with basis {Ii)}. Then

Sof = U o I. (5.28)

Thus K is unitarily equivalent to a generalized dephasing channel if fit o M is a

generalized dephasing channel.

Next, I show that Mt o K is a generalized dephasing channel. For simplicity, I

denote

M = At o K. (5.29)

I break the source states {X} into mutually orthogonal subsets (Each orthogonal

subset is called irreducible sources [2]). This can be done algorithmically in the

following way. Define the graph G = (V, E) by assigning vertex sets V = {x} and

edge set E = {(x, X') : (x x') 7 0}.

Let {Gi} be the connected components of G, where each Gi = (Vi, Ei) corresponds

to a subspace 7i = span{#x) : X E V} of 7 1A. The Gi's being disconnected means
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Thi _L W = 0 for i i'. Since the set of signal states must span WA, I have WA =

Gihi. By Theorem 1 of Ref. [57], M when restricted to each L (Wi) corresponds to

an identity channel.

Let {i, j)} I"" be the orthonormal basis of 'Hi. M is an identity channel on L (Ni)

means A4 (ji,j) (ij|) - ji,j) (i,j for j = [1, |Nil ] . Thus I can take {lj,j)} (now

with both i, j as running indices) to be the dephasing basis and M is a generalized

dephasing channel. m

5.2 Quantum Channels with Zero Classical Capac-

ity

5.2.1 Exact case

It is trivial to see that the channel /VAB must be a constant channel, i.e.

K (p) = Vp E D (A),

where - E D (B) is fixed.

Please refer to the discussion on the approximate case for the proof.

5.2.2 Approximate case

Assume Cc (Af) = c < 1. Then it means C(1) (K) <6.

(5.30)

Take
1

PXA = 1 10) (01X X
1

10) (01A + 11)

where #A is some arbitrary pure state in D (A).

Let & = A (10) (01). Then the output state of PxA through KA+B is

UXB = 10) (01X 0 &B + 1 1) (11X 0JVA-+B (OA).
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By definition,

I(X; B)a < x (A) < c.

Since

I(X; B)6, = D (UXB0- jx 0 9B) ,

by Pinsker inequality (Theorem 53)), I have

1
c > D (-XB||o-X 0 UB) ;> ||-XB - -X 0 oUB||i.

1
-UXB - U-x 0 UB = 1 (10) (OIx - 1) (1Jx) 0 (& - K (0)),4

||OXB - 07x 0 O'B 1 P -K($) I.

A"- () 21 '2 2-2n 2V Vq E D (A),

z.e., K is approximately forgetful (with parameter 2/2 In 2Vf). It's unclear if better

results can be derived using Cc instead of C .1)

5.3 Quantum Channels with Zero Entanglement-

Assisted Classical Capacity

5.3.1 Exact Case

Since Cc (K) < Cp (K), this case is identical to Section 5.2.1.

5.3.2 Approximate Case: Unlimited Entanglement Assistance

Assume CE (K) =c < 1. Since CE (K) > C (K), I immediately obtain that K is

approximately forgetful, i.e., for some constant channel R,

IIA -RI21 < 2V21n2v-6. (5.39)
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For any #AA', I have

I(A; B), c,

where UAB ~ KA'-B (qAA') and UA - 5A-

By Pinsker inequality,

1

2 ln 2 IIUAB A UB|I < D (ABIUA 9JB) .

Thus

|1 AB - A (B 1 = AB -OA 0 J ($A') 1 2n 2Vc.

By the triangle inequality, I have

IA 9JVA'-+B (qAA') - -A 0 RA'-+B (qAA') 1

IIUAB - OA ®JV(OA') Il+ II4A 0.A/(A') - OA OR (qA') Il1

<2-n 2E + 2 2n2V, = 3 /2ln 2v.

Thus

|f - RIo < 3V2In 2-\/c,

i.e., .A is completely forgetful (with parameter 3 /2 n 2 c).

5.3.3 Approximate Case: Limited Entanglement Assistance

For a quantum channel APA,B, I study Cp (A) with P = a log IA'I. a

Cc. a =1 coresponds CE. Recall from Theorem 59 that

CM (AC) = max I(XA; B),
S(AIX) P

= 0 corresponds

(5.47)

where PXAA' is of the form

PXAB ZPX W ) (X I 0 (AA'
X

(5.48)
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and

UXAB VA'-+B (PXAA') - (5.49)

Now restrict to the case PXAA' = 11) (1KX 0 #AA', with JAI = [IA'IJ. Obviously all

such PXAA' satisfies S(AIX) < a log IA'I by dimensional argument.

The same argument shows that if Cp (AF) < c, where P = a log IA'I, then A is

[IA's0j-forgetful (with parameter 32'21n 2V/_).
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Chapter 6

Application of Quantum Channels

in Entanglement and Scrambling

6.1 Features of the Renyi Entropy

I am particularly interested in the family of Renyi entropies since they have several

desirable features that play important roles in my arguments throughout.

The following properties of each Renyi entropy are important for my purposes:

1. They have the same maximal value n for systems of n qubits (attained by

the uniform spectrum). This allows meaningful comparisons with the maximal

value and between different orders.

2. They are additive on product states, i.e., Sa (p 0 Or) - S(a)(p) + S) (a) for

all a and density states p, -. Otherwise it is not natural to define extensive

quantities such as mutual information and tripartite information.

These properties are all straightforward to verify. Later I shall further explain why

these properties are desirable in explicit contexts.

In this work, I am particularly interested in the regimes where certain Renyi

entropies are nearly maximal. The following "cutoff" phenomenon concerning the

maximality is an important foundation of our scheme of characterizing the complexity

of scrambling by Renyi entropies. First, notice that Renyi entropy is monotonically
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nonincreasing in the order: SQ > S if a < /. (In particular, the min entropy sets

a lower bound on all Renyi entropies: Smin Sf for all a.) So if the Renyi entropy

of some order is almost maximal, then those of lower orders are all almost maximal.

Moreover, asymptotically, the values of Renyi entropies of different orders can be well

separated, and for each order there exist inputs that attain almost maximal Renyi

entropy of this order but those of all higher orders are small. As will become clearer

later, this allows for the possibility of distinguishing between different complexities

by the asymptotic maximality of Renyi entropies of certain orders. This feature can

be illustrated by the following simple example. Given some order 6. Consider a state

in a d-dimensional Hilbert space which has one large eigenvalue 1/d , and the rest

of the spectrum is uniform/degenerate. That is, the spectrum reads

-
-( & ). (6.1)

d d -1 d - 1

d-1

The Renyi-d entropy (and thus all lower orders) is insensitive to this single peak:

- 1 1 -
S (A) - log d&-1 + (d - 1) d 1 (6.2)

1 da-1
= log d - log 1 + d6) (6.3)

& -I (d - 1)&-

> log d - 1, (6.4)

that is, S7(A) is almost maximal, up to a small residual constant. However, the

R6nyi entropies of higher orders can detect this peak and become small. For # > d,

11 
-( -(A -lo-g -

SR'(A) g+ (d- log d, (6.5)
1- d - I-1 a#- d

which is G(log d) (linear in the number of qubits) smaller than the maximal value

log d. In fact, A produces G(log d) gaps between all higher orders. The extreme case
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min entropy only cares about the largest eigenvalue by definition:

Smi(A) = -log Amax = ~ log d, (6.6)

which is small for all finite &. That is, the slope of S53 (X) in log d decreases with 3.

It equals one for 3 = a, and approaches i in the 3 -+ 00 limit. So there can be an

asymptotic separation between Renyi entropies of any orders. The intuition is simply

that promoting the power of eigenvalues essentially amplifies the nonuniformity of

the spectrum.

In my calculations I often assume equal partitions for simplicity. Since the sub-

systems contain half the total degrees of freedom, the equal partitions admit the

largest possible entanglement entropy. Also, the following simple argument ensures

that as long as the (R'nyi) entanglement entropies between all equal partitions are

close to the maximum, then that between generic partitions must be close to the max-

imum as well. Notice that the quantum Renyi divergence/relative entropy (either the

non-sandwiched or sandwiched/non-commutative version, see e.g. [58] for definitions)

between p and the maximally mixed state yields the gap between the Renyi entropy

of p and the maximum:

D(')(P||7) = 1log(Tr { p'} d'--1 = log d-S (),(6.7)

For sandwiched R nyi divergence with a > 1/2 (which covers the parameter range of

interest in this paper), it is shown in [28, 4] that the data processing inequality holds,

which implies that the divergence is monotonically nonincreasing under partial trace.

So the gap can only be smaller when I look at smaller subsystems.

Renyi entropies are not subadditive. In Appendix A, I will provide some results

on weak subadditivity of Renyi entropies. The above discussions on Renyi entropies

are more or less tailored to our needs. We refer the interested readers to Ref. [58] for

a more comprehensive discussion of the motivations and properties of quantum R nyi

entropies and divergences.
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6.2 Moments of the Haar Measure

Here I will discuss more about moments of the Haar measure.

6.2.1 Weigarten functions

In Sec 2.2.3, I defined the moments of the Haar measure. Using the definition of Haar

measure, these moments can be computed exactly.

Theorem 89 (Moments of the Haar Measure [92])

dUUl1 ... Uic U.. - J- U - -s'Wg(d, oy),

(6.8)

where S, is the symmetric group of a symbols, and

Wg(d, o = 2 = T (6.9)

are called Weingarten functions of U(d). Here A F- a means A is a partition of a,

xA is the corresponding character of Sc, and sx is the corresponding Schur func-
tion/polynomial. Notice that sA,d(1,--- ,1) is simply the dimension of the irrep of

U(d) associated with A.

Lemma 90 (Asymptotics of the Weingarten Function [16, 15]) Given - E S,

with cycle decomposition o- = C1 --Ck. Let |u be the minimal number of factors

needed to write a- as a product of transpositions. The M~bius function of c- is defined

by
k

Moeb(o-) 1I(-1)1ciCatcj, (6.10)

where Cat, is the n-th Catalan number (defined in Lemma 93). (Note that ICJI here

is often replaced by |Ci| - 1 in literature, where means the length of the cycle.)

Then, in the large d limit, the Weingarten function has the asymptotic behavior

d'+1'lWg(d, o-) = Moeb(a) + O(d - 2 ). (6.11)
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Corollary 91 I mainly need to distinguish the following two cases:

o - I: |u| = 0 and Moeb(u)= 1, thus Wg(d, I) = d-" + O(d-(a+2 );

So- # I: Jl- > 1, thus Wg(d, o-) = O(d-(c+1D) =O(d--(a+0).

6.2.2 Combinatorial Lemmas and Catalan number

I will also introduce a series of useful lemmas in combinatorics, which play critical

roles in the behavior of Renyi entropies. These results are known in the contexts of

random matrix theory and free probability theory. I refer the readers to [49] (c.f.

references therein) for a summary of related results or [60] for a textbook on the

subject.

Lemma 92 (Cycle Lemma) (o-) + (orT) < c + 1 for all o- E Sc,, where counts

the number of disjoint cycles.

This result can be obtained by combining Lemmas A. 1 and A.4 of [49]. See Appendix

C for our proof by induction.

Lemma 93 Let g(a) be the number of o- E S, that saturates the inequality in Lemma

92. Then g(ce) = Cat, := 2a!/a!(a + 1)! = (2,), i.e., the a-th Catalan number.

This result follows from Lemmas A.4 and A.5 of [49]. Such permutations lie on the

geodesic from identity to r. The above lemmas guarantee that the gap between the

Haar-averaged Renyi entropies and the maximum value is independent of the system

size, as will become clear shortly. In Appendix D, I will prove some bounds on the

Catalan number. In particular, it can be shown that

log Cat, <2. (6.12)

6.3 Random States

Here I consider the straightforward problem-the entanglement in random and pseu-

dorandom states-to formalize the connections between generalized entropies and
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designs. Note that the Page-like results, that a truly random state should typically

be highly entangled, have been playing important roles in many fields including quan-

tum gravity, quantum statistical mechanics, and quantum information theory for a

long time. In this pure state setting, I obtain analogous main results that designs

maximize corresponding Renyi entanglement entropies, closing the complexity gap

in the Page's theorem, and that there are at most logarithmic nontrivial moments.

These results suggest a hierarchy of entropic randomness complexities of states, which

I call Page complexities.

6.3.1 Setting

The mathematical setting is as follows. Consider a bipartite system with Hilbert space

71 = IiA 0 7 B, assuming JAl < IBI. I essentially need to compute the generalized

entropies of the reduced density operator PA. From here on I use E to denote the

average over states drawn uniformly from the unit sphere in W. Note that this

uniform distribution on pure states is equivalent to the distribution generated by a

Haar random unitary acting on some fixed fiducial state, so the induced uniformly

random pure state is also called a Haar random state.

More explicitly, Page's theorem (originally conjectured by Page in [67], proved in

[27, 73, 78]) states that the average entanglement entropy of each reduced state is

given by

1 ( 1iAABI

ES(A) = ES(B) - E I - ) > log |A|- > logAI--
In 2 BIj 21BI 2ln2lBI - 2In 2

(6.13)

The gap between the average entropy and the maximum log Al is bounded by the

dimension-independent constant 1/(2 In 2). Similar observations were even earlier

made by Lubkin [56] and Lloyd/Pagels [55]. In particular, [55] derived the distribution

of the local eigenvalues of a random state, which may imply this result. Also see e.g.,

[33, 86] for further studies of this phenomenon. In the following I shall strengthen

this result by proving the gap between the average Renyi-a entropy of each reduced
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state and the roof value log Al is also bounded by a constant that is independent of

the dimensions JAl, BI and the order a.

6.3.2 Reduced State Induced by a Unitary Operator

Consider a unitary operator U E U(d) on a d-dimensional Hilbert space N, with

orthonormal basis {li)}iE{o,...,d-1}. U has the representation U = Eji1! Uij li) (j1.

I choose the fixed fiducial state to be 10). The pure state induced by a unitary

operator U is
d-1

U)= Uiol).
i=O

(6.14)

Now consider arbitrary bipartition of the system into A and B. Their dimensions

satisfy |AlIBI = d.

By using individual basis for different regions, I rewrite IU) as

(6.15)IU)AB Z Umo, Imo)A,
Mo

where {m)}, {o)} are the respectively basis for NA and NB.

The corresponding density matrix is

PAB = |U) (UIAB = UmooU /,0,o imo) (m'o'IAB.
mm' OO

By tracing out B, I obtain the reduced density matrix PA as

(6.17)PA = Umo,OU*,i 0 ,O In) (m'IA.
mm o

(6.16)

The entropy of PA measures the entanglement between A and B.

compute the Renyi-a entropy of PA, I first raise PA to the power a.

pCA' = E Um,1 0 0U 201 ,U 0m 2 2 ,OU*n 2 ,o - - - UmcaoC,OU* 0,,o0c Imi) (mQ+1|A
all indices

In order to

(6.18)
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Therefore,

Tr {p} = (6.19)E Um 101 ,0U* 0120Um 20 2,0U 3 02 ,0 ... Um0,Ou*10aO.
all indices

6.3.3 Haar Average of the R6nyi Entanglement Entropy

Using Theorem 89, I can obtain the Haar average of the Tr {pa}

Theorem 94

I dUTr {p'}

E Jd dUUm101,mOU o UUn2 02,OU 3 o 2,0 .-- UmaoQ,OUnioco
all indices

= a Arf o'')SBQu")Wg(d,a-y-1), (6.20)

where (-) is the number of disjoint cycles associated with a 1, and -r : (1 2 -a)

is the 1-shift (canonical full cycle).

I now analyze the asymptotic behaviors of R6nyi entropies in the d -+ oc limit to

provide a big picture. Later I shall introduce some non-asymptotic bounds that hold

for general d. To simplify the analysis, I consider equal partitions JAI = = Vd

here, which delivers the main idea.

I also need the large d asymptotic behaviors of the Weingarten function, mainly

Corollary 91.

Theorem 95 For equal partitions (|A| = |B| = vd), in the large d limit,

dUTr {p}= Catad(1- )/ 2 (1 + O(d- 1)). (6.21)

'Every element of the symmetric group can be uniquely decomposed into a product of disjoint
cycles (up to relabeling).
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Proof. Starting from Eqn. (6.20), Theorem 94

dUTr {p'}

=3 d(((r)+4(a))/2 Wg(d, I) + d( (O)+ (o))/ 2 13 Wg(d, o'y1 )

= d( (Oa)+ (O))/ 2 (d- + O(d-(a+ 2))) + + O(d(a+))
a a*

=Catad( 1-)/2(I + O(d-')),

where the second line follows from the equal bipartition assumption, the third line

follows from Lemma 90 and Corollary 91, and the fourth line follows from Lemmas

92, 93 and some simple scaling analysis. m

Now I analyze the behaviors of the Renyi entropies. I am able to establish the

following result.

Theorem 96 For equal partitions (Al =BI = vd), in the large d limit,

dUS}a (A), > log JAl - 0(1), (6.23)

Proof. By definition,

I dUST (A)_ - (6.24)

where I call

f (x) = log x

is the characteristic function. Since

(6.25)

d2f4 (x) _
dx2

1 11) -- I > 0l
(ce - 1) In 2Xz2 -

(6.26)

f f (x) is convex when a > 1. So

dUS(c) (A),o ;> (f dUTr {p'}
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dUf(c (Tr {pc}) ,



by Jensen's inequality. Note that this Jensen's lower bound due to convexity (EfR >

fRE) will be repeatedly used to establish bounds for Renyi entropies. Then according

to Eqn. (6.21),

f~ (JdUTr{Pfp"c)

1 log dUTr {p4})

1 _log (Catd1-(1 + O(d- 1 )))1-a
1

=log d - log Cat, + O(d- 1 )

> log d - 2 + O(d-1). (6.28)

Notice that the Cycle Lemma guarantees that the leading correction term (the second

term) is independent of d asymptotically. In conclusion, in the limit of large d, I have

dUS(A),- f (JdUTr{p}) =log d - 0(1). (6.29)

Theorem 96 can also be generalized to non-equal partition setting, where IAl < B

and JAl > a. This is due to Lemma 105, where I restrict A down from an equal

partition. Please see Ref. [52] for the non-asymptotic results.

6.3.4 Design Averaged R6nyi Entanglement Entropies and

Page Complexities

Recall Page's theorem, which states that Haar-averaged von Neumann entanglement

entropies of small subsystems are almost maximal. This theorem is not tight from the

perspectives of both entropy and randomness: by the results above, the Haar-averaged

Renyi entanglement entropies of higher orders are generically close to maximum as

well, and the complete randomness is an overkill to maximize the entanglement en-

tropies in terms of randomness complexity. My results imply that Page's theorem can
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be strengthened from both sides. Since Etr{po} only uses a moments of the uniform

measure, all bounds on Etr{pO} and 1ES )(A)p from the last part still hold if the

average is over a-designs. So I arrive at the following bounds that can be regarded

as tight Page's theorems for each order a.

Theorem 97 (Tight Page's Theorem) Consider IP)AB E -A iRB drawn accord-

ing to the a-design vQ, with |A| < |BI and |A| >> a, then

EvaSf =~v log I AI - 0(l). (6.30)

My analysis of Renyi entanglement entropies lead to an entropic notion of ran-

domness complexities: the complexity of a-designs can be witnessed by whether the

average Renyi-a entanglement entropies are close enough to the maximum. Here I

call them Page complexities as the foundation of this framework is the hierarchy of

tight Page's theorems.

The min entanglement entropy witnesses the strongest Page complexity. If the

average min entanglement entropies are always close to the maximum, then I simply

cannot distinguish the ensemble from the completely random ensemble by the entan-

glement spectrum. The following theorem indicates that designs of order O(log Al)

maximize the min entanglement entropy and therefore achieve the max-Page com-

plexity. A proof is given in Ref. [52].

Theorem 98 Consider IP)AB G W-A 0 iB drawn according to the a-design vQ, with

|A| < |BI and a = Flog JA|]. Then

EveSmi(A)p > log IA l - 3. (6.31)

6.4 Random Unitary Channels

Unitary channels describe the evolutions of closed quantum systems. Here I study

the entanglement and scrambling properties of unitary channels drawn from the Haar

measure or unitary t-designs.
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As suggested by [41], I employ the ChoiJamiokowski isomorphism to map a uni-

tary channel to its Choi state, and study scrambling by the relevant entanglement

properties of this state.

6.4.1 Choi State for Unitary Channel

Consider a unitary operator U E U(d) on a d-dimensional Hilbert space 7, with

orthonormal basis {Ii)}iEjo,... ,d-1}. U has the representation U = EZ O Uij Ii) (JL.

The Choi state p of the corresponding unitary channel M is a pure state, p U) (U!,

with

d-1

U) = Ii) 9 U Ii)
i=O

d-1

S Up Ii), Iij)0  , (6.32)
,j=O

where I've labeled the first register as input, and the second register as output.

Now consider arbitrary bipartitions of the input register into A and B, and the

output register into C and D. Their dimensions satisfy IA lB I = 1C DI = d. One ex-

pects that, in a system that scrambles information, any measurement on local regions

of the output cannot reveal much information about local perturbations applied to

the input. In other words, the mutual information between local regions of the input

and output I(A; C), and I(A; D), should be small. This suggests that the negative

tripartite information

- 13(A; C; D), = I(A; CD), - I(A; C), - I(A; D), (6.33)

can diagnose scrambling, since it essentially measures the amount of information of

A hidden nonlocally over the whole output register.

Now let me analyze -1 3 (A; C; D), a bit more carefully. The input register pi=

PAB is maximally mixed because the input to the channel 1' is a maximally entangled

state, and the input register is not acted upon by the channel. The output register
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Pout = PCD is maximally mixed because AV is a unitary channel. Thus the four

subregions PA, PB, Pc, PD are all maximally mixed. -1 3 (A; C; D)p can be simplified

greatly because

I(A; CD)p = S(A)p + S(CD)p - S(ACD)p

S(A)p + S(CD)p - S(B)p

= log JAI + log d - log IBI = 2 log JAI

I(A; C),= S(A), + S(C), - S(AC),

=log |AI+ log |C - S(AC),

I(A; D),= S(A), + S(D), - S(AD),

= logAI+ log |D| - S(AD)

(6.34)

Therefore

- 13 (A; C; D), = S(AC), + S(AD), - log d (6.35)

and I only need to analyze S(AC), (S(AD) being similar).

The Haar-averaged (completely random) values of the terms in the von Neumann

-13 was computed in [41], as a baseline for scrambling. However, it is clear that a

pseudorandom ensemble (such as 2-designs) can already reach these roof values [70],
which indicates that information scrambling only corresponds to randomness of low

complexity in contrast to Haar. I am going to generalize the above quantities in the

Choi state model using Renyi entropies S(. Since the maximally mixed states have

maximal Renyi entropies as well, I only need to analyze S (AC).

6.4.2 Reduced states of the Choi state

To calculate the Renyi entropies, I first need to derive the moments of the reduced

state PAC and the expression for their traces.

By using individual basis for different subregions, I rewrite the Choi state in
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Eqn. (6.32) as

|U) = Umo,ki Ikl)AB 09 Imo)CD, (6.36)
V kimo

where {Ik)}, {l)}, {m)}, {o)} are the respectively basis for 7 1A, 71B, jNC, WD. The

corresponding density matrix is then

PABCD =IU) (U d E Umo,klU,0,1,kl ) Ik1) (k'l'|AB 0 mo) (m'o'ICD
kimo

kli lo

By tracing out BD, I obtain the reduced state PAC as

PAC = S Umo,klU* ,,,k', |k) (Kk'IA 0 in) (m'c.
kimo

The entropy of PAC measures the entanglement between AC and BD.

compute the Renyi-a entropy of PAC, I first raise PAC to the power a.

PCIL 1PAC = - Z Umiol,killU 201,k 2 1Um 2 2 ,k 2 l2 U 302,k 3 2
all indices

Um"onkclraU a+1ockala Iki) (ka+1I 0 in) (m.+ I

(6.38)

In order to

(6.39)

Therefore,

Tr {pAIC} =1 z Umio1 ,kil1 Um201 ,k2 1lUm20 2,k 212 Ur 30 2,k 312 -. -UmaoQ ,kl, Un1  ,klIQ*

all indices
(6.40)

This result can also take more concise operator forms:

Tr {PAcI = I Tr {(U 0 U*)OaXa} = I Tr {(U 0 Ut)YaY},
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where

Xa : = m1o1 ) (kil1 l 0 Im201) (k2l1 0 Im 2 02) (k2121 0 Jm3 o2 ) (k3l2I 09 ...

all indices

0 Imao,) (kal0I 0 mioa) (kiljl , (6.42)

YC' := mioi) (kil1 l 0 Jk211 ) (m 2 011 0 1m2 02 ) (k2 12j0 Jk312 ) (m 302I 0 -.-

all indices

0 Imo.) (k.l. 9 kllQ) (mioal =X even (6.43)

where I'even denotes partial transpose on even parties. Notice that YQY = I so Y is

unitary.

6.4.3 Haar Average of the Renyi Tripartite Information

Using Theorem 89, I can obtain the Haar average of the Tr {P"c}

Theorem 99

dUTr {p4c}

J dUUmioi,kil1U 201,k2 l1 Um 2 02 ,k 21 2 Um 302 ,k3 1 2

... Umaoa,kalce U~fio,,kil.

(6.44)

where (o ) is the number of disjoint cycles associated with o. 2, and := (1 2 ... a)

is the 1-shift (canonical full cycle).

I can easily recover the a = 2 results given in [41] from Eqn. (6.44) as follows.

The Weingarten functions for o E S 2 are

Wg(d, -) d
2
-1

d(d2 -1) - (1 2).

(6.45)

2Every element of the symmetric group can be uniquely decomposed into a product of disjoint
cycles (up to relabeling).
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There are 4 terms corresponding to two different Weingarten functions:

O-Y o- _Y (UT) (U) w(yT) (()
I I I 1 2 1 2
I (12) (12) 2 1 2 1

(12) I (12) 1 2 2 1

(12) (12) I 2 1 1 2

Table 6.1: Permutations and number of cycles in S2

Plugging them into Eqn. (6.44) yields

dUtr{pAC}

12
d 2 1 (|AIBI 2 CIID|2 + IAI2 BIIC|2 IDI)

- d(d2
-1_ 1) (A||BI 2 CI 2IDI + |A 2 B||C||D1 2 ) )

~| A|- 1 |C|-1 + IBI-11D|- 1 - d-1 IAI 1 IDI-1 - d-1 IBI-1 ICI-1

(6.46)

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.49)

which confirms Eqn. (66) of [41]. A series of results of [41] such as an 0(1) gap

between the Haar-averaged and maximal Renyi-2 entropies are obtained based on

this formula.

I now analyze the asymptotic behaviors of Renyi entropies in the d -+ 00 limit.

To simplify the analysis, I consider equal partitions JAl = |BI = ICI = VD = Vdi

here, which delivers the main idea.

I also need the large d asymptotic behaviors of the Weingarten function, mainly

Corollary 91.

Theorem 100 For equal partitions (1AI = |B| = |CI = |DI = vfd), in the large d

limit,

I dUTr {Pic} = Catad 1 ~"(1 + O(d- 1)). (6.50)
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Proof. Starting from Eqn. (6.44), Theorem 99

I dUTr {P"4c}

1 do)+ (O)Wg(d, I) + 3 d( (ar)+(a))/2 > d(((Yr)+())/ 2Wg(d, o-y 1 )

=3 d(r)+() (d-2a + O(d-(2a+2))) + d( (or)+ (o))/ 2 >d((Y)+())/ 2O(d-(2 a+l))
Y -- 0

=Cat d-'(1 + O(d- 1)), (6.51)

where the second line follows from the equal bipartition assumption, the third line

follows from Lemma 90 and Corollary 91, and the fourth line follows from Lemmas

92, 93 and some simple scaling analysis. m

Now I analyze the behaviors of the Renyi entropies. I am able to establish the

following result.

Theorem 101 In the large d limit,

dUST (AC), > log d - 0(1), (6.52)

Proof. By definition,

dUST (AC),=

where I call

is the characteristic function. Since

d2f ()

dx2

f ()(x) is convex when a > 1. So

dUSa (AC),

I
log x

1- a

1 1

(a - 1) In 2X2 > I

f (I
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(6.54)

(6.55)
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by Jensen's inequality.

Then according to Eqn. (6.50),

f() (fdUTr{pc)

= alog dUTr f&{pc)

= log (Catcdl-c(1 + O(d- 1)))

=log d - log Cat, + O(d- 1 )a - 1

> log d - 2+ O(d- 1). (6.57)

Notice that the Cycle Lemma guarantees that the leading correction term (the second

term) is independent of d asymptotically.

In conclusion, in the limit of large d, I have

dUS>)(AC), > f) (J dUTr {c}) = log d - 0(1). (6.58)

Please see Ref. [52] for the non-asymptotic and non-equal-partition results.

So the gap between the Haar-averaged and maximal value of SR (the "residual

entropy") is

R(O : log d - dUS )(AC), < 0(1). (6.59)

That is, the Haar-averaged Renyi entropies are only bounded by a constant away

from the maximum. This 0(1) gap holds for non-equal partitions as well. The result

implies that a Haar random unitary typically has almost maximal Renyi entanglement

entropies for any partition.

Now consider the R nyi mutual information and tripartite information. First, I

can directly obtain

dUI47(A; C)p log d - dUS()(AC), 0(1), (6.60)
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which is equal to ASO). The results hold similarly for AD. That is, the Renyi mutual

information between any two local regions of the input and output is vanishingly small

compared to the system size. On the other hand, for any partition size, the R6nyi

version of Eqn. (6.34) holds, i.e.,

IRa) (A; CD), = 2 log |Al. (6.61)

Under the equal partition assumption, 1() (A : CD)p = log d. This is consistent with

the fact that all information of A is kept in the whole output CD because of unitarity.

As a result,

dU I-13( A; C; D)p) (6.62)

=JdU (I( (A; CD)p - I( (A; C)p - I()(A; D)p) (6.63)

>log d - 0(1) (6.64)

by plugging in all relevant terms. So the Haar-averaged negative Renyi tripartite

information of the Choi state is indeed close to the maximum. However, I note that

the Renyi-a entropy is not subadditive except for a = 1, thus -I3a (A : C D) is not

necessarily nonnegative. A weaker form of subadditivity of R6nyi entropies is given

in Appendix A.

6.4.4 Design-Averaged R6nyi Tripartite Information and Scram-

bling Complexities

Now I state a key observation. The Haar integral of Tr {Pcc}, the defining term

of Renyi-a tripartite, only uses the first a moments of the Haar measure. In other

words, pseudorandom unitary a-designs are indistinguishable from Haar random by

Tr {Pac}. Therefore, all Haar integrals of Tr {P 'c} from Section 6.4.3 (those derived

from Eqn. (6.44) and (6.50)) directly carry over to a-designs.

Theorem 102 Consider p = |U) (UABCD drawn according to the a-design va of
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U(d), with |AI = |B C = CI = |D =v and d >> a, then

E, (-I)(A; C; D),) > log d - 0 (1). (6.65)

I expect that there is a hierarchy of scrambling complexities that lie in between

information scramblers and Haar random unitaries, with different levels of the hier-

archy indexed by the order of unitary designs needed to mimic the scrambler. My

results from the above link the randomness complexity of designs and the maximality

of negative R nyi tripartite information of the corresponding order. This suggests

that I can use the generic maximality of negative Renyi-a tripartite information as

i) a necessary indicator of the resemblance to an a-design, and ii) a diagnostic of the

entanglement complexity of a-designs, or "a-scrambling". The basic logic is that if

a supposedly random unitary dynamics does not produce nearly maximal Renyi-a

entanglement entropy in all valid partitions, as a-designs must do, then it is simply

not close to any unitary a-design. This strategy is not directly relevant to testing

designs at the global level, but it can probe the typical behaviors of entanglement

between local regions of designs. Recall that Renyi entropy is monotonically non-

increasing in the order, and all orders share the same roof value. So a-scrambling

necessarily implies a'-scrambling, for a > a'. In scrambling dynamics, the negative

R nyi-a tripartite information is expected to grow slower and saturate the maximum

at a later time than Renyi-a' in general.

Now I discuss the 1- and oo-scrambling more carefully, which respectively corre-

spond to the weakest and strongest entropic scrambling complexities, given by the

low and high ends of negative Renyi tripartite information.

Recall that a -+ 1 gives the negative von Neumann tripartite information, which

probes information scrambling. First notice that unitary 1-designs do not necessarily

create nontrivial entanglement or scramble quantum information. For example, the

ensemble of tensor product of Pauli operators acting on each qubit

{P 1 9 P2 & ... Pn}, P=IU XO,- (6.66)
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forms a unitary 1-design [70]. However, this local Pauli ensemble clearly does not

scramble in any sense, since it cannot create entanglement among qubits (so local op-

erators do not grow). So any entanglement entropy will be zero. On the other hand,

unitary 2-designs are sufficient to maximize negative Renyi-2 tripartite information,

which lower bounds the corresponding negative von Neumann tripartite information.

It is shown in [24] that there actually exists a clear gap between them. So informa-

tion scrambling is strictly weaker than 2-scrambling, but on the other hand strictly

stronger than 1-designs. More precise characterizations may depend on the specific

signatures of min-scrambling one is using, and require more careful analysis of de-

signs and generalized entropies in the non-integer order regime, which remains largely

unclear and is left for future work.

The other end of the spectrum is a -+ oc, which leads to the min entropy

Smin(p) = - log ||P|| = - log Amax(p). Large min entanglement entropy directly indi-

cates that the spectrum of the reduced density matrix is almost completely uniform,

since it only cares about the largest eigenvalue. As the example of A in Section 6.1

shows, the min entropy is extremely sensitive to even one small peak in the entan-

glement spectrum. So it can be regarded as the "harshest" entropy measure and

the strongest entropic diagnostic of scrambling: if the min entanglement entropy is

almost maximal, then the system must be very close to maximally entangled in any

sense and we cannot effectively distinguish the scrambler from Haar random by any

Renyi entanglement entropy. This corresponds to the highest entropic scrambling

complexity in our framework and thus I call this "max-scrambling". I shall see in

a moment that designs of sufficiently high orders are simply indistinguishable from

the Haar measure (also in the random state setting) by studying the min entangle-

ment entropy of designs, which implies that max-scrambling is not an infinitely strong

condition.

Given the definition of max-scrambling by the min entanglement entropy, one may

wonder if the full Haar measure is needed to achieve this strongest form of entropic

scrambling. Here I answer this question in the negative: for a given dimension, only a

finite number of moments (which scales logarithmically in the dimension) are needed
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to maximize the negative min tripartite information, which I call nontrivial moments.

Theorem 103 Consider p = |U) (UIABCD drawn according to the a-design v0 of

U(d), with JAI = IBI = IC I |D| = and a [ [log d], then

Ev (-I 3 i.(A; C; D)p) > log d - 0(1). (6.67)

A proof is given in Ref. [52]. This result is crucial to the understanding and

characterization of max-scrambling. In particular, the observation that log-designs

can already achieve max-scrambling leads to an interesting argument about max-

scrambling in physical dynamics. The studies of the dynamical scrambling behaviors

of physical systems primarily care about the amount of time needed for the system

to scramble under certain constraints. The fast scrambling conjecture [77] is the

standard general argument about the limitation on this scrambling time, roughly

saying that the fastest min-scramblers take O(log n) time, where n ~ log d is the

number of degrees of freedom (and black holes, as in reason the most complex physical

system and the fastest quantum information processor in nature, should achieve this

bound).

Here I may ask similar questions for the complexities beyond min-scrambling:

How fast can physical dynamics achieve certain scrambling complexities, in partic-

ular, max-scrambling? To make the assumption of "physical" more explicit, one

typically requires the Hamiltonian governing the evolution to be local (meaning that

each interaction term involves at most a finite number of degrees of freedom) and

time-independent. Ref. [59] introduces the notion of design Hamiltonian, and con-

jectures that there are physical Hamiltonians that approximate unitary a-designs in

time that scales roughly as O(a log n). Note that the approximation scheme and error

dependence will be important in translating it to the language of scrambling com-

plexities. For example, for m-approximation error c, an w(log log(1/E)) dependence is

sufficient to dominate log n by error analysis. Based on the above nontrivial moments

result and the design Hamiltonian conjecture, the fastest max-scrambling time scales

roughly as O(n log n). To absorb the non-primary effects, I state the conjecture using
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soft notations (absorbing polylogarithmic factors) as follows:

Conjecture 104 (Fast max-scrambling conjecture) Max-scrambling can be achieved

by physical dynamics in 0(n) time, i.e. in time roughly linear in the number of degrees

of freedom.

To better formalize and study this fast max-scrambling conjecture, it would be im-

portant to further investigate the error dependency. Fast scrambling is an active

research topic that has led to many key developments in quantum gravity and quan-

tum many-body physics in recent years, such as the SYK model [72, 461. It could

be interesting to generalize the studies about fast scrambling to this strong notion of

max-scrambling.
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Appendix A

Weak Subadditivity of the Renyi

Entropies

It is known that Renyi-a entropy is not subadditive except for the special case a 1.

The following lemma yields a weaker form of subadditivity:

Lemma 105 Let PAB G HA 0RB be any bipartite state |A| x |BI. Then

PAB >- PA 9Bi (A.1)

S (AB)+< S (A)+ log I, (A.2)

log(JAIJBI) - S (AB)p > log JAl - SR)(A)p. (A.3)

The first inequality in Lemma 105 means that the spectrum of PAB majorizes that

of PA 0 7rB. The second and third inequalities are immediate consequences of the

first one, which are are equivalent. The second one can be seen as a weaker form

of subadditivity, while the third one means that the gap of R6nyi entropy of a joint

state from the maximum is no smaller than the corresponding gap for each reduced

state, which has already been discussed in a slightly different way.

Proof. Let Ij)B for j 0,1, ... JBI - 1 be an orthonormal basis for 7HB and P =
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1i) (JOB be the corresponding projectors. Let

= E(I Pj)PAB( Pj) Pj Pj,

where pj are subnormalized states that sum up to PA. Define

Uk = Pj 0 Pj+k, k = 0, 1, ... IIBI - 1.

where the addition in the indices is modulo IBI; note that ao = a. Then all ck have

the same spectrum, which is majorized by PAB, that is, PAB >- Jk. Consequently,

1 IBI-1

PAB >k PA 97B.
k=O

(A.6)

Since Renyi a-entropy is Schur concave for 0 < a < oc, it follows that

Q() (AB) < (PA 0 rB) S(A)p+ log fBI (A.7)

which confirms the second inequality in Lemma 105 and implies the third inequality.

0
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Appendix B

Convex Hull

Here I show that1

Conv (CCQE (pO) U CCQE (A1))

= Conv (CCQE (KO) U CCQE (Ml))

I quote a few properties about convex hull and Minkowski addition that I will use

[751: (i) For two closed sets A and B in Rk, if A is bounded, then A+ B is closed. (ii)

For two sets A and B in Rk, Conv(A + B) = Conv(A) + Conv(B) . (iii) The convex

hull of a bounded set in Rk is also bounded.

First, I note that, by Ref. [43], all points in the 1-shot dynamic capacity region can

be achieved by the classically enhanced father protocol, combined with unit protocols,

i. e.,

CQE (K) UCCQVE,CEF 00o, CCQE,unit,

01

CQE,CEF (A)= {I(X; B),, 1 I(A; BIX),, - I(A; EX),}

is the rate achieved using the classically enhanced father protocol, and o- is of the

form in Eq. (3.21).

The unit protocols are teleportation, superdence-coding and entanglement distri-

1fro and Afl are assumed to be finite-dimensional.
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bution. CCQE,unit are all the rates achieved by the unit protocols. They are described

by [43]

C +Q +E 0,

Q +E 0,

C + 2Q 0.

Clearly CCQE,unit is convex and closed. Define

CQE,CEF ()- UCCQE,CEF (KX1 '

Clearly CQE,CEF (K) is bounded by the input and output dimensions of K.

Then

CCQE (A) = U
k=1

1 (C(1)
k ' CQE,CEF (Kok) + CCQE,unit)

kCQE,CEF (Kk)k=U
k=1

Denote

A= U C E,CEF
k=1

(g1k)

B = CCQE,unit-

Since A is bounded, B is closed, by (i) and (iii), A + B is also closed.

Since A + B C A + B, and A + B is closed, I have

A + B C A+ B.

It is also obvious that

A + B ;; A+ B,
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+ CCQE,unit -



hence

A+ B A+B.

Denote

CCQE,CEF () = C(QE,CEF (N k

Then by the above arguments,

CCQE (K) = CCQE,CEF (K) + CCQE,unit -

Now I apply the above result to K 0 and K'.

Conv (CCQE (K 0 ) U CCQE (Kl))

Conv (CCQE,CEF (K 0 ) U CCQE,CEF

Conv (CCQE,CEF (K 0 ) U CCQE,CEF

(K') + CCQE,unit)

(KI)) + CCQE,unit-

In the last line, I used (ii).

Since CCQE,CEF (K) is closed and bounded for any finite dimensional quantum

channel K, the same must be true for CCQE,CEF (K 0 ) U CCQE,CEF (K1).

Hence Conv (CCQE,CEF (K 0 ) U CCQE,CEF (Kl)) is closed and bounded.

Thus Conv (CCQE,CEF (K 0 ) U CCQE,CEF (K')) + CCQE,unit is also closed.
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Appendix C

Proof of the Cycle Lemma

I include here an intuitive proof of Lemma 92 (the Cycle Lemma), which plays a key

role in our study, by induction. The intuition is that any element o E Sa can be

viewed as a local deformation of some element a- E S,-1, such that () + (r) can

only increase by at most 1. I formalize the argument below.

Proof of Lemma 92. Suppose the statement is true for a = k. That is, (o-) +

(o-T) < k + 1 for all o C Sk. Now for some o E Sk+1, look at element k + 1. There

are two possibilities:

1. k+1 appears in a 1-cycle (is mapped to itself): o[k+1] = k+1. So o- = o-_(k+1),

for some a- E Sk.

(o-): It's clear that () = (o-_) + 1.

(O-rT): Write T = (1 2 ... k + 1) = -r (k k + 1), where rm= (1 2 - k). Then

0- = u-(k + 1)T_(k k + 1) = arT(k k + 1), with -_ r_ Sk. Now compare

the action of a-r- and OrT on individual elements. The only differences is

-r[k] = k + 1 but o- -[k] = u-r_ [k], and in addition T-r[k + 1] = o-r T[k]. So

UT simply increases the length of a cycle in o-_T by one, and does nothing to

other cycles. This is illustrated in Fig. C-1. So (-r) = (o-_r_).

From the induction hypothesis, (o ) + (,Tr) < k + 1, so (r) + (or) =

(o-_) + 1+(Uor) < k + 2.
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k

k
0

0<- c<

GT_

k k+1

o >o

UT

Figure C-1: Comparison between o-_T and o-, when k + 1 is a 1-cycle in U. Dashed

arrows represent the mappings that are in a-_- but no longer there in UT, and

identical cycles are not shown. I see that in OrT the element k + 1 is inserted in the

cycle, but the total number of cycles does not change.

2. k + 1 appears in a cycle of length > 1: a[a] = k + 1, -[k + 1] = b for some

elements a, b E {1, ... , k}. Define o'_ c Sk by '_ [i] = o-[i] for i E {1,.. . , k}\{a}

and '_ [a] = b.

(): Clearly (o-) = (o-'

S(UT): Compare the action of U'_T- and U-r on individual elements. Depending

on the value of a, there are two cases:

(a) a 7 1. The differences are: o-'_ _ [a - 1] = b and o-'_ T [k] = o[1], but

UT[a - 1] = k + 1, UT[k] = b, and in addition UT[k + 1] = U[1]. They

act identically on all other elements. There are two possible effects (see

Fig. C-2 for illustration):

i. In U'_T_ {a - 1, b} and {k, U-[1]} belong to the same cycle. Then UT

breaks this cycle into two disjoint ones involving {a - 1, k + 1, 0[11}

and {k, b} respectively. So (o-) = c(' T_) + 1;

ii. In o'_T_, {a - 1, b} and {k, U-[1]} belong to two disjoint cycles. Then

UT glues these two cycles together into one. So (UT) = (O' 7-) - 1.

(b) a = 1. Then U' T- and U- act identically on {1,... , k} and in addition

UT[k + 1] = k + 1. So (oT) = (U'..) + 1.

In conclusion, (T) can only increase by one or decrease by one as compared

to (' T), so () + (U-) = (-) + (o-'_T_) + 1 < k + 2 in either case.
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Y[1]

U'_T_

b k

A
0 - - -- >-0

a-1 Z I

k+1

UT

(I)

a-1

U[1]

4,0
>0

:0

4,

b

k

a-1

k+1
0

o[1]0

Figure C-2: Comparison between -'_7_ and UT, when k +1 is in a cycle of length > 1
in a. Dashed arrows represent the mappings that are in U'_r but no longer there in
UT, and identical cycles are not shown. There are two possible cases: (i) The relevant
elements a - 1, b, a-[1], k belong to the same cycle in -'_m. In UT, this cycle is broken
into two, so UT has one more cycle than U' _r; (ii) {a - 1, b} and {k, o-[1]} belong to
two cycles in a'__. In UT, these two cycles are combined as one with element k + 1
inserted, so Ur has one less cycle than '_'_.
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Lastly, consider k = 1. The only element of Si is (1), and ((1)) + ((1)(1)) =

2 < k + 1, so the statement trivially holds. This completes my proof. m
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Appendix D

Bounds on the Catalan numbers

It is well known that the Catalan number Catk = (2k)!/[k!(k + 1)!] is approximated

by 4k//r k3 /2 when k is large. To make this statement more precise, here I provide

both lower and upper bounds for Catk.

Lemma 106 The Catalan number Cat, satisfies

V/7(k + 1)3/2 <
Catk < / 4k3/ 2

where k is not necessarily an integer. Thus

log Catk <2.
k-1 <

Proof. The basis of our proof is the following Stirling approximation formula

kk+ e-k < k! < 2kk+e-ke1.

As an implication,

/2(2k)2k+ Ie-2ke

V27kk+2e-k 2v(k + 1)k e-k1

22ke1+k 22kei

k k

2 2k+ kk e1+

v/2(k + I)k+

4k
.-k2
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Vk > 1, (D.1)

(D.2)

Catk <

(D.3)

(D.4)



Here the second inequality follows from the inequality

(I +
1k+

k)
> e, (D.5)

note that the left hand side is monotonically decreasing with k and approaches e in

the limit k -+ 00.

On the other hand,

(2k)2k+! e- 2k

v/kk iekeAn v~(k + 1)k+2 e-k-e 12(k+1)

4ke

\/7F(k + 1)3(1 + !)keir+12A.1>

2 2 k kke

vf(k + 1)kieT121.1)

(D.6)

Here the last inequality follows from the inequality

(1+ k) e12k+12(k+1) <e.

To confirm this claim, I shall prove the equivalent inequality

f (k) := ln 1 + e2-k+12(k+1) < 1.

The first and second derivatives of f(k) read

1
k +1

1 1

-12k
2

-12(k + 1)2'
1 1 1 1

f"/1(k) =+ + +
k(k + 1) (k +1) 2 6k 6(k +1) 3

1
6k3(k + 1) 3 + 3k2 - 3k - 1) < 0.

(D.9)

Since f"(k) is negative, f'(k) is monotonically decreasing, which implies that f'(k) >

0 given that limk_,,, f'(k) = 0. Consequently, f(k) is monotonically increasing, which

confirms our claim f(k) < 1 given that limk, c f(k) = 1.
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Catk >

(D.7)

f'(k) = In
(k

(D.8)

V-/-(k + 1)32



Now that I've obtained a bound for Catk, it's easy to show that

log Catk < 2. (D.10)
k- I

U
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